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FOREWORD
”la Caixa” Banking
Foundation

Promoting access to culture and knowledge
is one of “la Caixa” Banking Foundation’s
lines of work, which focuses on offering
a wide range of public programmes and
exhibitions such as conferences, workshops,
concerts and screenings available to the
public in the CaixaForum centres.

good. We truly believe that the impulse of
any act will have greater reach if we manage
to increase both public institutional and
individual social involvement.
Developing patronage in the arts lies in
strengthening the links in the chain of
connections and partnerships that make up
this field. This analysis on the art market, a
context for art collection, has allowed us to
contribute fundamental knowledge to the
professional sector as well as understand the
actions that must be taken for its growth.
Since we published the first of these studies in
2012, we have reached our goal of generating a
body of information which includes reflections
on its varying perspectives.

The foundation’s commitment to culture is
complemented by the construction of an
artistic heritage unique in Spain, through
the international “la Caixa” Collection of
Contemporary Art.
At the anniversary celebrating the collection’s
more than 30 years of service to contemporary
art, a group of experts reflected on the
collection’s most important characteristics.
Amongst those highlighted were its
pioneering spirit, its emphasis on philanthropy,
its continuing great importance to the Spanish
art scene, its unusual stability, its readiness
to collaborate, and its strong responsibility
towards the conservation and creation of our
heritage.

The publication The Spanish Art Market
in 2017, we are now presenting, is the
fifth Cuaderno Arte y Mecenazgo (Art and
Patronage Series). It was written by the expert
Dr. Clare McAndrew, to whom we would like
to thank once more for her collaboration. Her
professionalism is an undeniable international
reference point, well-known to all galleries,
auction houses, managers of our most
prestigious fairs, as well as artists and other
professionals. All of whom have offered to
share their experience. We extend our most
heartfelt thank you to all those who have
participated and made this possible.

These values are fruit of the institutional
commitment and responsibility we renew
yearly, setting our sights on achieving greater
impact. Hence after consolidating the cultural
programme and art collection, it was chosen
to encourage patronage as an expression of
social involvement and interest for the greater
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KEY FINDINGS

1.	Sales in the Spanish art market in 2016 reached €385 million, an increase of 7% yearon-year. After two years of growth, the market has now increased in value by 19% since
2014 and 42% since its lowest point in the last ten years in 2009.
2.

In 2016, Spain’s share of the global art market by value was just less than 1%, and it
accounted for just over 2% of the value of sales of art and antiques within the EU.

3.

Sales in the Spanish dealer sector were estimated to have reached €310 million in 2016,
accounting for 80% of the market’s total value. This represented an increase of 11% in
value year-on-year and their highest level since 2008.

4.

While sales were stable for those dealers with annual turnover less than $500,000
(€450,000), those with sales in excess of $500,000 saw a rise of 8% year-on-year.

5.

Spain remains a relatively low priced market compared to its larger global counterparts. In
the dealer sector, the median price of €5,270 was around half of the comparable global
median for dealers in 2016.

6.

In 2016, the majority of works sold (63%) by Spanish dealers were for less than $5,000,
versus 36% globally, and only 1% of sales took place at prices in excess of $250,000
(versus 5% globally).

7.

The gallery was the most important channel for sales for Spanish dealers in 2016,
accounting for 54% of their sales by value, down from 58% in 2013 with a rise in both
online sales and sales at art fairs.

8.

Online sales accounted for 5% of dealers’ sales and have grown substantially since 2013
when they accounted for a 1% share. 61% of the value of online sales made by Spanish
dealers in 2016 were to new buyers.

9.

Sales at art fairs accounted for 41% of dealers’ sales in 2016 (up from 36% in 2013).
Dealers attended five fairs on average in 2016 (three international fairs and two locally in
Spain), with international events accounting for the majority (61%) of the sales made via
this channel.

10. Based on the survey estimates, sales at fairs have risen from €94.6 million in 2013 to
€127.2 million in 2016 or an increase of 34%.
11. In 2016, sales in the primary market were estimated to make up around 77% of the total
value of sales in the Spanish dealer sector, or around €239 million.
12. Despite remaining being smaller in value than other dealers, the average turnover in the
primary market witnessed the biggest rise in values over the two-year period between
2014 and 2016, with an increase in sales of 50% versus a rise of 18% for those also
working in the secondary market.
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13. In 2016, sales in the auction sector were estimated to have reached a total of €74.9
million (including public auction, online and private sales), down 10% year-on-year but
relatively stable on the level of sales in 2014.
14. In 2016, in the fine art auction market, nearly half of the sales transacted were at prices
of less than $1,000 (versus 44% worldwide). 97% of the lots sold were for less than
$50,000, with only a tiny fraction (less than a half of 1%) sold at prices greater than
$250,000.
15. Within the fine art auction market in Spain, the Post War and Contemporary sector
accounted for the highest share of value in the fine art auction market in 2016 at 45%,
but Modern art accounted for the greatest volume of transactions at 38%.
16. In 2016, Spain was a net exporter of art and antiques with a trade surplus of €14 million.
17. Imports of art and antiques to Spain reached just under €80 million in 2016, an increase
of 20% year-on-year, and after three years of growth, nearly double their level in 2013.
Despite this recovery, values have fallen 53% in the ten years from 2006.
18. Spanish exports have had a more volatile period from 2014 to 2016, reaching just under
€94 million in 2016. This represented a decline in value of 6% year-on-year, however they
have increased in value by 71% from 2006.
19. It is estimated that there were around 2,965 businesses operating in the Spanish art
market in 2016, 2,845 in the Spanish dealer and gallery sector and some 120 auction
houses. These businesses were estimated to support at least 10,545 high-knowledge
gender-balanced jobs in galleries and auction houses, which has increased by 4% on the
numbers reported for 2013.
20. Besides those employed in the art trade itself, a further 6,200 are employed in support
services to the art market, with a conservatively estimated 34,775 also working in art fairs,
museums and as artists, all of which are linked to and dependent on the art market.
21. In 2016, it is estimated that the art trade in Spain spent €205 million on a range of
ancillary services, up nearly 33% in five years. The largest area of spending, despite only
being accounted for by dealers, was on art fairs, estimated at close to €72 million on
aggregate.
22. The Spanish art trade also makes a significant contribution to the Spanish economy
through the taxes and levies it pays to the government on sales, incomes, profits and
trade. The total fiscal contribution from the Spanish art trade in 2016 was a conservatively
estimated €173.2 million (up 30% from 2010).
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SPANISH ART MARKET SALES
Sales in the Spanish art market in 2016 reached €385 million, an increase of 7% year-on-year.
After two years of positive sales growth, the market has now increased in value by 19% since
2014 and 42% since its lowest point in the last ten years in 2009. The positive performance
in the period from 2014 to 2016 is in marked contrast to sales in the global art market, which
declined in the same period (by 17% in US dollar terms from their peak of $68.2 billion in 2014
to $56.6 billion in 2016).1
While sales in the Spanish market fared relatively well up until 2007, like most other markets
globally, they suffered a substantial contraction in value in the period from 2007 through 2009
in the fallout from the global financial crisis. Sales in the Spanish market fell by 44% in the
two years from 2007 to 2009 to €271 million (while globally the art market also lost 40%
of its value). While most of the larger art markets bounced back strongly in 2010 (and the
global market as a whole increased by 44%), after a promising start, the market in Spain
experienced uneven and patchy growth over the next four years. The global market reached an
historical peak in value in 2014, whereas Spanish sales stagnated. However, since 2014, some
momentum has returned, with an improving economic situation in Spain and the support of
international collectors from regions such as Latin America helping to buoy sales. Both the
empirical data and anecdotal evidence revealed a more positive market overall in Spain in 2016,
and aggregate sales reached their highest level since 2008.
Figure 1.1
Aggregate Sales of Art and Antiques in Spain 2006 - 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

1. All global results cited in this report are from The Art Basel and UBS Global Art Market Report, prepared by Arts
Economics ( 2017), at www.artbasel.com/about/initiatives/the-art-market. While the key results for Spain are reported
in Euro where possible, the accepted currency for measurement of the global art market is the US dollar, and therefore
the dollar is used throughout the report to make accurate global comparisons. The average annual exchange rate from
the ECB in 2016 was 1.1069.
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However, taking a longer view, in the decade from 2006 to 2016, while global sales increased
by 4% in US dollar value (or 23% in Euro values), the market in Spain reached a lower point
than ten years previous in 2006 when it attained sales of €481 million. In Euro terms, the
market in Spain has declined in value by 20% in ten years.
Figure 1.2a provides an index of the growth of sales in various national art markets in the
decade from 2006 to 2016, based on the annual change in sales in dollar values in each market
with 2006 as the base year. While some markets such as France and Austria have increased
in value over the period, most others have declined. Even the largest market of the US fell in
value by 8% over the period, largely due to the decline in sales in 2016.2 The compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of sales in the Spanish art market was –3% over the period, outperforming
Germany, Italy and roughly on par with Belgium, but significantly less than other major EU
markets such as the UK, France and Austria (and just less than the EU average for the period of
–2%). Measured in dollar values, sales in Spain have declined 29% in the ten-year period versus
a drop of 21% in the EU as a whole.
Figure 1.2b concentrates the analysis on the period of recovery in the mature markets after the
widespread contraction in sales in 2009. Looking at the period from 2009 to 2016, although
the CAGR in Spain was just 2%, it outperformed many of the other mid-size European art
markets including Austria (–5%), Belgium (–6%), Germany (–5%) and Italy (–9%). Its recovery
has however still been significantly less strong than larger markets such as the UK and US. In
the period from 2009 to 2016, sales in Spain rose by 13% in value, just slightly higher than the
EU as a whole at 12%, but only around on third of the UK’s growth and significantly slower
than the US at close to 90%.
Figure 1.2
Relative Sales Performance of Selected Art Markets
a. Index of Sales 2006 to 2016 (Base = 100 = 2006)
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

2. Sales in China have expanded the most rapidly of all mid to large markets, growing almost 180% over this period.
The path of growth in sales in China has been very different than some of these more mature markets and is omitted
from this chart.
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b. Index of Sales 2009 to 2016 (Base = 100 = 2009)
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

While the market has shown better rates of growth in the more recent past than some
comparable markets in Europe, it remains relatively small in terms of global share. In 2016,
Spain’s global share was just less than 1% of total sales by value. This share was virtually
unchanged over ten years, with its small relative size meaning that fluctuations have only been
within a range of plus or minus 0.5% between 2006 and 2016. However, the global share of
the EU market as a whole has declined over the period. In 2016 it accounted for 34% of global
sales by value, down ten percentage points in share year-on-year, and significantly less than its
peak of 49% in 2008. The UK dominates EU sales and considered without the UK (a new reality
by 2019 post-Brexit), the global market share of the EU is only 13% (down from 18% in 2006).

Figure 1.3
Share of Global Art Market Sales by Value in 2016

Others 5%
Austria 1%
Spain 1%
Italy 1%
Germany 2%
Switzerland 2%

US 40%

France 7%

China 20%
UK 21%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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Spain accounted for just over 2% of the value of sales of art and antiques within the EU in
2016, with the market remaining dominated by the UK (with a share of 62%). Spain’s share of
sales by value within the EU has fluctuated between 2% and 3% (its highest share achieved in
the last ten years being in 2006). Although its share only increased fractionally year-on-year (by
0.3%), its ranking vis-à-vis other markets did increase in recent years, with Spain becoming the
fifth largest market in the EU in 2016 (versus the sixth in 2013).
As noted, sales in the UK heavily dominate the internal market and have been critical in
maintaining the positive momentum of the EU in the recovery of the market since 2009. Sales
in the UK advanced 33% from 2009 to 2016 versus a rise of just 12% in the EU as a whole.
Analysed without the UK, sales in the EU actually fell by 11%. The UK’s unexpected vote in
June 2016 to leave the EU caused much speculation about the effects Brexit would have on
the art market. While Article 50 was triggered in April 2017, the impact this might have on
the art trade and on the future of European regulations and polices such as import VAT, resale
royalties and other charges in the UK will take considerably longer to emerge. Many of the
nations in the EU, including Spain, are highly dependent on buyers and inventory from the UK,
as well as providing rich source markets for this leading European hub. According to reported
trade statistics (discussed below), the UK is in the top four most important partners of Spain
for both exports and imports. Although the UK will have to negotiate new trade agreements
with its EU partners, the details of which could take considerable time to be fully established,
there is a clear possibility of a significant deterioration in the terms of trade with Spain due to
the possible introduction of tariffs on UK imports and exports. This could potentially not only
negatively affect Spain but also the European art trade as whole in future, and further diminish
the share of the new EU, which has already lost considerable sales due to the emergence of
new markets such as China in the last ten years and the drain of the highest priced Modern and
Contemporary works to the US.
Whatever is negotiated it is likely that the costs of trade between the UK and Spain will increase,
whether through market access measures (such as tariffs) or increased administrative burdens
(such as custom formalities and VAT). While Spain is likely to lose out from this new reality,
the UK market, on the other hand, may be free to improve its terms of trade with non-EU
countries, which have been the dominant partners with the UK in terms of sales and crossborder trade in the last ten years. Various European directives covering areas such as Artists’
Resale Royalties and import VAT on art that have added to the administrative costs of doing
business in the UK may now be reviewed. If these were removed, the UK could potentially
become increasingly competitive, with fewer regulations and lower charges on non-EU sales.
As a result, its competitive position vis-à-vis major markets such as the US and China could
improve while its trading position with the EU may deteriorate.
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Figure 1.4
Share of EU Art Market Sales by Value in 2016

Others 4%
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France 20%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

The interpretation of trends in the volume of sales in the Spanish art market is more difficult
than the value of sales. Many auction houses in Spain sell large volumes of decorative art and
collectibles that can vary widely over a given period and between sales without necessarily
indicating a distinct market trend. However based on aggregated results for both the dealer
and auction sectors, the volume of sales appears to have risen in 2016. It is estimated that in
the wider market for all auctions and dealers selling art and antiques exclusively or as a part of
their business, there was about 328,520 works sold in 2016, an increase of 8% year-on-year
62%
and just over 11% inUK
the two years from
2014 to 2016. This represents a 1% share of the 36.1
France
20%
million works sold globally during 2016.
Germany

5%

The core art market Italy
consists of around
3% 50 auction houses and 650 main dealers and galleries.
These businesses sold in the region of 82,425 works, stable year-on-year, and only increasing
1% since 2014. TheSpain
volume of sales
2%in this core market also appears to have declined (by
4%) since 2013, with some businesses consolidating sales and focusing on a lower volume of
Austria
2%
higher value sales. In the dealer sector, the median number of works sold was unchanged (at
Sweden
2%
30 works) year-on-year, but declined from 32 in 2014. Sales in the auction sector on the other
Others
4,2400132801043000%
hand increased slightly (by 1%), with a 4% increase since 2014.
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Figure 1.5
Volume of Sales in the Spanish Art Market 2013 - 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

For the purposes of this report, art sales in Spain are divided into auction and dealer sales. In
2016 there was around 2,965 businesses in the market, with just 120 of those in the auction
sector. Dealers continued to dominate the market in terms of sales, and they accounted for
an estimated 80% of the value of the market in 2016, up 4% year-on-year, and their highest
share since 2009. The trend to an advancing share of dealer sales is in line with global shifts in
2016, with dealer sales rising to 57% of the global total (from 53% in 2015). The global share
of dealer versus auction sales has waivered at 50:50 at a global level for the last decade, with
auction sales tending to take a greater share in more buoyant markets. The breakdown varies
considerably by country also, with dealer sales in newer markets such as China having a share
of only around 30% versus over 60% in most of the other larger mature markets. In Spain
however, the dealer sector has consistently dominated values in the last ten years, with share
ranging from a low of 71% in 2010 to 83% in 2008. (Dealer and auction sales are analysed
separately in the chapters that follow.)
THE SPANISH CROSS-BORDER TRADE IN ART
In 2016, Spain was a net exporter of art and antiques with a trade surplus of €14 million. This
surplus of exports over imports has been running since 2012, although it declined in value from
2014 and 2016 as imports increased steadily with more volatile growth in exports.
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Figure 1.6
Spanish Net Exports of Art 2006 to 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat

IMPORTS
According to trade statistics from Eurostat, imports of art and antiques to Spain reached just
under €80 million in 2016, an increase of 20% year-on-year, and after three years of growth,
nearly double their level in 2013. Fine art imports continue to make up the bulk of imports by
value with paintings, sculpture and prints accounting for 75% of the total in 2016 (versus 25%
accounted for by decorative arts, antiques and collectibles). Despite their recent growth, import
values are still significantly below their recent peak in 2007 of €195 million, and have fallen
53% in the ten years from 2006.
Although a generally improving economic context is likely to have stimulated trade, the
changing regulatory conditions for imports seem likely to have contributed to the improvement
in imports over the last three years. Import VAT is applied on extra-EU imports of art to Spain
(as it is in all EU states at varying levels) and the rate was temporarily raised in 2012 from 8%
to 21%, contributing to large contraction in trade, with imports falling to a ten year low of €40
million in 2013. VAT rates were then reduced to 10% again at the start of 2014, and this has
coincided with a significant increase in values since that point, with imports of art advancing
53% from 2014 to 2016 (versus a fall in value overall in the EU of 44%).
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Figure 1.7
Spanish Imports of Art 2006 to 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat

A reason for the considerable effect of import VAT on aggregate reported imports of works of
art is the dominance of extra-EU trade in total values. In 2016, according to the trade statistics
from Eurostat, 75% of the value of imports to Spain were from outside the EU (where the
import VAT applies), versus 25% from EU trading partners. Although the share of extra-EU
trade has varied year-to-year, it averaged 70% over the last ten years.
Figure 1.8
Spanish Intra-EU versus Extra-EU Imports of Art 2006 to 2016
Share extra-EU
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According to Eurostat data, the main source countries for imports to Spain in 2016 were the
US, UK and Switzerland, which accounted for a combined 63% of total values. These have
been the top three import source countries for much of the last decade, with a combined share
of 57% in 2006. China accounted for a 5% share in 2016, down from 8% in 2014, while
Mexico and Peru were also significant sources. All of Spain’s trading partners in South and
Central America accounted for a combined 8% of the value of imports in total in 2016 (versus
just 2% in 2006).
Table 1.1
Source Countries for Art Imports 2006, 2014, 2016
Share of the Value of Total Imports

Source

2016

Source

2014

Source

2006

US

31%

US

31%
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26%
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13%
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11%
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Germany

9%

Germany

9%

China

5%

China

8%

Liechtenstein

6%

Italy

4%

France

5%

Italy

4%

Mexico
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Netherlands
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4%

France

3%

Poland

2%
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China

3%
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Others

Others

10%
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat

The positive annual growth of imports in Spain was in contrast to the trend in the EU as a
whole, which saw imports fall 4% in 2016. Spain accounted for 2% of all EU imports by value
in 2016, which remained dominated by the UK with a share of 53%. The UK still retains the
lowest rate of import VAT on works of art in the EU at 5%, and once Brexit is complete, if rates
stay relatively stable, the lowest taxed entry point would become the second largest importer
France with import VAT of 5.5%, again almost half the rate applied in Spain.
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Figure 1.9
Share of EU Imports of Works of Art by Value
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat
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2016. This represents a decline in value of 6% year-on-year. The value of exports was still well
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Extra-EU exports of art dominated by value in 2016, with a share of 71% of the total, and have
accounted for the majority of reported values for the last ten years (averaging 69% over the
period). The main destination countries for Spain’s exports were some of the major art markets,
with the US the dominant partner with a 41% share, up 11% on 2006. Exports to the UK fell
substantially in share in the two years from 2014 to 2016, dropping 18 percentage points to
7%, while the other important destination markets of France and Switzerland have maintained
more stable shares. Exports to Mexico accounted for 3% of exports in 2016, and those to all
South and Central American trading partners totalled 6%, down slightly from 7% in 2006.
Figure 1.11
Spanish Intra-EU versus Extra-EU Exports of Art 2006 to 2016
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Table 1.2
Destination Countries for Art Exports 2006, 2014 and 2016
Share of the Value of Total Exports

Destination

2016

Destination

2014

Destination

2006

US

41%

US

28%

US

30%

France

10%

UK

25%

France

12%

10%

Switzerland

8%

France

UK

9%

UK

7%

Switzerland

9%

Liechtenstein

8%

China

5%

China

7%

Italy

8%

Germany

3%

Brazil

3%

Germany

6%

Mexico

3%

Germany

3%

Switzerland

5%

South Korea

3%

Mexico

2%

Portugal
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Denmark

2%

Turkey

1%

Mexico

4%

Italy

2%

Portugal

1%

Netherlands

2%

1%

Luxembourg

Singapore
Others

14%

1%

Others

11%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat
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The fall in the value of exports in Spain in 2016 was in contrast to the performance of the EU as
a whole, which maintained stable values year-on-year from 2015. Total exports of works of art
from the EU increased 30% from 2014 to 2016 in contrast to the 17% increase in Spain during
that period. Spain accounted for a 1% share of EU exports of art in 2016, with again, the UK
accounting for the majority of values at 63%.
Figure 1.12
Share of EU Exports by Value

Others 2%
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Germany 6%

France 19%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Eurostat

Exports of art and antiques from Spain are governed by a number of regulations, and like all
member states, as an exemption to free trade allowed under Article 36 of the Treaty Establishing
the European Community, the Spanish government is free to restrict exports (in any way it
chooses) for works it deems to be national treasures. Although the embargo of art works does
not occur very frequently and generally only
Austria applies in the cases of very high value works, the
Belgium
Netherlands
Spain
Others
Italy
Spanish government retains the right to
completely block the sales of works overseas without
purchasing
the work
Spain
1% themselves or giving any compensation to the owner or vendor. This
Germany
severely
limits
its
value
Netherlands
1% by keeping it only for sale on the Spanish art market versus a potentially
much
higher price2%
internationally. National practices vary, but this is in contrast to most other
Others
larger art markets in Europe, which restrict certain exports with pre-emptive rights, which give
UK 63%
France
the state and public museums or other
institutions the first right to purchase the work to be
France 19%
exported, either at a competitive market price or one agreed UKthrough negotiation. National
Germany 6%
systems
vary as to whether the price offered by the exporter has to be matched, or a new price
Italy 3% or settled by the courts. Some states, including Spain, Italy and Greece retain the
negotiated
Austria
3%
right
to withhold
the licence even when the delay period is over and no offer is forthcoming
(which
is
simply
equivalent
to export prohibition). Others such as France retain this right but
Belgium 2%
offer compensation to the owner. In states such as the UK, however, export licences must be
granted if the state or domestic institution does not exercise their rights of acquisition within
the legislated time frame and make some kind of a offer to purchase. In 2016, according to
the Junta de Calificación, Valoración y Exportación de bienes del Patrimonio Histórico Español,
90 works of art were subject to export restriction during the year, and this has ranged from 56
to 140 in the five years from 2012 to 2016. Although some works are still pending a decision,
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of those where a decision was made in 2016, 42% were embargoed without purchase, 42%
were purchased for institutions in Spain, and the remaining 16% were authorised for export.
In the last five years, the average share of those embargoed without purchase or compensation
was 37%, with only 21% authorised for export. This has considerably impacted on the sales
possibilities for some dealers in older sectors of the Spanish art market, many of whom are highly
reliant on international buyers.
Besides these relatively small number of cases, the more glaring issue in relation to the export of
art works, and one that is only applied in very few other members states, is export taxes, which
act as a further disincentive for exports from Spain. These taxes are paid only when works
are exported outside the EU and also depend on the age of the work in question. Taxes are
generally always due on works that are more than 100 years old, and when they are between
50 and 100 years old, a tax is due if prices are higher than a certain level, depending on the
art form (ranging from €15,000 for drawings and photographs to €150,000 for paintings).The
tax rate is applied on a sliding scale, that applies an increasing levy as the value of the work
increases.3 This tax continues to be very problematic for dealers in non-contemporary sectors
of the Spanish art market, making gross sales prices highly uncompetitive compared to other
European or international counterparts.

3. For works up to €6,000 a rate of 5% is applicable; from €6,001 to €60,000 the rate is 10%; from €60,001 to
€600,000, 20%; and from €600,001 and above, 30%. See http://www.mecd.gob.es/cultura-mecd/en/areas-cultura/
patrimonio/exportacionimportacion/exportacion/tasas.html.
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The Spanish dealer sector comprised of 2,845 listed businesses in 2016 including galleries,
private dealers and antique shops. While these include a number of small businesses and
traders, there is a core of around 650 art and antique dealers working across a number of
different sectors that generated close to 70% of the sales in the sector and are the focus of
this chapter.
As there is no public source of consistent data on dealer sales, information on the sector
must be gained from surveys, interviews and secondary sources where they exist. In 2016,
Arts Economics conducted a survey of the core 650 galleries and dealers using an anonymous
online questionnaire. The response rate to the survey was 29% and the results from it were
supplemented with a number of interviews with dealers in a variety of different market sectors.
Dealers were surveyed throughout Spain, but as shown in Figure 2.1, there was a higher
concentration of galleries in the main cities, with 43% of businesses in Madrid and Barcelona.1
Figure 2.1
Location of Core Dealer Businesses in Spain
Others 32%
Sant Cugat del Vallés 1%
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Oviedo 1%
Vigo 1%
A Coruña 1%
Zaragoza 1%
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Gijón 2%
Bilbao 2%
Sevilla 2%
Madrid 22%

Palma de Mallorca 3%
Valencia 5%

Barcelona 21%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

The survey covered dealers across a range of sectors, however, within the Spanish gallery
sector, fine art dominates decorative art and antiques in terms of the number of businesses,
accounting for 94% of the total number. Contemporary dealers have by far the largest share at
80% in 2016, with Modern dealers accounting for the second largest at 11%.
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Figure 2.2
Distribution of Dealers by Sector

Mixed 3%
Antiques or decorative arts 3%
Old Master 3%

Modern 11%

Contemporary 80%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

DEALER SALES
Sales in the dealer sector were estimated to have reached €310 million in 2016, accounting for
80% of the market’s total value, up 3% in share year-on-year. After a stagnant year in 2014
with sales dropping by 2% (to €249 million), the sector saw rising aggregate values for two
consecutive years, with an increase of 11% in value year-on-year in 2016 and 24% since 2014.
Dealers’ sales in 2016 reached their highest level since 2008, but are still 17% below their
Mixed
3 they were estimated as €372 million.
recent peak in 2007 when
Antiques or decorative arts

3

survey
OldThe
Master

showed that3 average sales for dealers increased steadily from 2014 to 2016, and
again
(at
$430,190
or just
under €390,000) reached their highest level since 2008. Dealers noted
Modern
11
anecdotally that some of their strongest sales were at the higher end of the market. While sales
Contemporary
80
were stable for those with turnover less than $500,000, those with sales in excess of $500,000
saw a rise of 8% year-on-year, driving up aggregate totals. This divergent performance was
also reflected empirically with median sales remaining stable between 2014 and 2016, and
at a much lower $175,000 (€160,000) as the higher end pulled away. It is worth noting that
although there are a small number of dealers with very high sales, the median turnover of this
sector in Spain was just 20% of the global median for dealers in the art market in 2016 (at
$875,000). The majority of Spanish dealers (68%) had sales in 2016 of $500,000 or less (versus
39% of all dealers globally), while just 16% had sales greater than $1 million (versus just less
than half of all dealers worldwide).
Breaking down the sector further, the survey showed that one of the biggest increases in
turnover year-on-year was in the segment of dealers with turnover between $500,000 and $1
million, which saw an advance of close to 80% in the two years from 2014. This was in contrast
to a rise of just 2% from 2014 to 2016 for those with sales in excess of $1 million and 4% over
the period for those with turnover less than $500,000.
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Figure 2.3
Distribution of Dealers by Sales Turnover in 2016
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The survey indicated that increase in sales in the sector in 2016 was supported in part by a
higher volume of sales. The number of works sold by Spanish art dealers averaged 75 in 2016.
This was skewed a small number of dealers reporting sales of over 100 works during the year,
and the median reported was just 32 works, which remained stable between 2014 and 2016
and increased only marginally (from 30) in 2013. Both volume measures are considerably lower
than the global average in 2016 of 128 (with a global median of 70).
While the survey showed average values from 2014 through 2016 for the core 650 dealers
increased by 35%, the average volume of sales increased only 25% indicating that price
escalation in some areas was coupled with greater volumes in driving up aggregate values.
Figure 2.4
Average Value and Volume of Sales in the Spanish Dealer Market
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Dealers as a whole were fairly optimistic about 2017, with around half of the dealers surveyed
estimating that their sales would remain stable, while 38% expected an increase over the year
(including 6% who expected a significant increase). The remaining 13% forecasted a decline
in sales in 2017. Optimism was highest for those dealers with turnovers of less than $500,000,
with 49% predicting higher results in 2017, versus 40% in the bracket between $500,000
and $1 million. For those with sales in excess of $1 million, only 14% predicted higher sales,
although the remainder of businesses in this segment all expected their sales to remain stable.
DEALERS’ MARGINS
While sales give some indication of the performance of the market overall, for individual
businesses, profitability is a more critical measure. Dealers were also asked to report the profit
margins of their businesses in 2016.
Gross profits, or the ratio of sales to the cost of goods sold (also referred to as the margin on sales),
measures the profitability of sales or how much a company retains per dollar of sales to service its costs
and obligations.2 From those surveyed, 35% of Spanish dealers reported gross profits of 20% or less
compared to a global average of 23%. The majority of Spanish dealers (64%) had a gross profit ratio
of less than 30%, which was again significantly higher than the global share (38%). However the
small minority of 8% reporting profits of 50% or more was on par with their global peers (at 9%).
Gross profit margins did not rise in any predictable way with increasing turnover. At the highest
end, for dealers with turnover greater than €1 million, all respondents had gross profits of less
than 40%, with one third reporting 20% or less. Dealers reporting the highest ratios (50% or
more) were in fact those with annual turnovers of less than €500,000.
Figure 2.5
Spanish Dealers Gross Profit Ratios in 2016
Over 50%
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
2. Gross margins vary widely between industries but using some benchmark rates from CSI Markets in 2016 included
37% for general retail, 44% in specialized retail, 41% in capital goods industries and 51% in financial services. These
averages apply to US companies.
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Net profit ratios more precisely assess the profitability of an individual company, measuring
sales relative to all costs and expenses or their retained profit per dollar of sales.3 Dealers in
Spain were fairly similar to dealers globally in that the majority (69%) reported net profits of
20% or less. The share of dealers reporting levels of 10% or less was higher in Spain at 44%
(versus a global average of 32%), while those in excess of 30% was slightly less (at 8% in Spain
versus 11% globally). Like gross profits, net profits did not show a strong correlation with sales
turnover, with considerable variation within value segments rather than between them. The
highest end dealers (with turnover in excess of €1 million) all had net profits of 30% or less
while nearly two thirds reported levels of 10% or less.
Figure 2.6
Spanish Dealers Net Profit Ratios in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

PRICES IN THE DEALER SECTOR
Spain remains a relatively low priced market compared to its larger global counterparts, in
both the auction and dealer sectors. In the dealer sector in 2016, the average price based on
the value and volume of turnover from all businesses surveyed was €5,330, with the median
slightly lower at €5,270 (based on the median of average prices of all businesses). This was
around half of the comparable global median for dealers in 2016. While the median price has
0 - 10%
44%
remained stable, average prices have risen by 20% in the two years from 2014 to 2016. In the
10% - 20%
26%
fine art sector, the highest averages were reported in the Old Master sector, where prices were
20% - 30%
around
twice the23%
level of Contemporary dealers.
30% - 40%

Over 40%
30% - 40%

20% - 30%
0 - 10%

6%
2%

10% - 20%

3. Again, net margins vary widely between industries but according to data from CSI Markets the average in general
retail in 2016 was 8% (and 10% in specialized retail), 5% in capital goods industries, 19% in financial services
generally and as high as 25% in consumer financial services and 20% in investment services.
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Figure 2.7
Average and Median Prices in the Spanish Dealer sector in 2016
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Like dealers worldwide, the bulk of transactions in the dealer market in Spain take place
at relatively low price points. Figure 2.8 shows the number of individual sales by dealers in
different price segments. In 2016, the majority of works sold (63%) by Spanish dealers were for
less than $5,000, versus 36% globally, while 93% sold for less than $50,000 in Spain (versus
74% worldwide). The largest segment for transactions in Spain was works priced between
$1,000 and $5,000 (36% of sales). Only a relatively small proportion of sales took place at
prices in excess of $250,000 (1% in Spain and just over 5% globally), however, while this
segment accounted for 21% of the value of sales globally, in Spain it was just 2% of the value
of total sales. The largest segment by value in Spain was works priced between $1,000 and
$5,000, which accounted for a reported 38% of total sales in 2016.
It is interesting to note that in terms of profitability, 86% of dealers reported that the most
profitable segments for their businesses was works priced at less than $50,000, versus just
14% reporting those over $50,000. This had not changed significantly for dealers over the
last five years, apart from some Contemporary dealers who reported that their most profitable
segments had shifted up slightly from the segment less than $1,000 in the five years up to 2015
to the $1,000 to $5,000 price segment in 2016.
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Figure 2.8
Share of Volume of Dealer Sales by Price Segment in 2016
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SALES CHANNELS
The gallery was the most important channel for sales for Spanish dealers in 2016, accounting
for 54% of their sales by value (slightly higher than the global average of 51%). The share of
gallery sales in Spain has decreased since it was last reported in 2013 (at 58%), with a rise in
both online sales and sales at art fairs.4
Online sales accounted for 5% of sales and have grown substantially since they were last
measured in 2013 at just 1%. In 2016, these sales were split between sales via the dealers, own
website (60% of online sales) versus those via third party platforms (40%). These sales have
become an important means of reaching new customers. Dealers reported that 61% of their
online sales in 2016 were to new buyers who had never been to the gallery or never met them
before in person (up 21% on the share reported in 2013), and just 5% were to regular online
buyers that they had no previous in-person contact with. The remaining 34% were current
buyers with whom they had already had personal contact but who chose to purchase online via
their website or platform (down from a much higher share of 48% in 2013).

4. Figures for 2013 are from McAndrew (2014) The Spanish Art Market in 2014. AYM: Madrid. In this survey, dealers
were also asked their share of sales through private channels and at auction which totaled 6%. Adjusting these figures
to account for only the three main categories of fairs, online and gallery sales as depicted in Figure 2.9, and gallery
sales in 2013 would aggregate to 61%, implying an even greater decline. Fair sales could also be adjusted to 37%,
while online sales remain at 1%.
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Figure 2.9
Sales Channels for Dealer Sales in 2016

Online - third party 2%
Online - website 3%

Fairs - Spain 16%

Gallery 54%

Fairs - overseas 25%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Sales at art fairs have also risen from 35% in 2013 to 41% in 2016. Sales are split between local
or national fairs in Spain and international events, with the latter accounting for the greatest
share (at 25% of all sales). Just under half (47%) of the dealers surveyed made half or more
of their annual sales via art fairs, and 19% reported that fairs accounted for three quarters or
more of sales (with all of these dealers working in the Contemporary art market).
Dealers attended five fairs on average in 2016 (on par with the numbers reported globally),
and these were split between an average of three international fairs and two locally in Spain.
The number of fairs attended was stable on those reported in 2015, but up from an average
of four in 2014.
Gallery

On

Fairs - Spain

54%

Fairs
- overseas
Although
most

fairs25%
do not report full results on their total annual sales, based on the data
reported
by
dealers
through
the surveys, sales by Spanish dealers at art fairs have risen from
Fairs - Spain
17%
an estimated
in 2013 to €127.2 million in 2016 or an increase of 34%. This also
Online
- website €94.6 million
3%
implies
a
total
of
just
over
€50
million in sales by Spanish dealers at fairs in Spain. Given the
Online - third party
2%
very low average prices at many fairs in Spain, this figure is likely to be skewed by higher end
dealer sales and sales at the larger international events such as ARCO. There are around 30 fairs
in Spain that focus solely on art and antiques (with more than double that amount focusing on
wider collectibles, design and other related sectors).
One of the largest and most important fairs within Spain continues to be ARCO, which held its
36th edition in 2017. ARCO focuses on Contemporary works from Spanish and international
galleries and is a critical point of exchange, interaction and communication for many Spanish
art dealers, as well as the conduit for international collectors into the Spanish art market. In
2016, the 35th edition, there were 221 exhibiting galleries, including 63 Spanish galleries and
158 international exhibitors, while in 2017 this dropped to 200 (including 133 international
galleries and 67 from Spain).
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The number of galleries exhibiting at ARCO peaked in 2007 at 298, more than three times
the size of its first edition in 1982. The physical layout of the fair also expanded rapidly to
accommodate the growing number of exhibitors. Since then, the fair has reduced the number
of exhibitors, consolidating its focus on key Spanish and international galleries, with the latter
averaging a share of 68% of total exhibitors over the last ten years. The physical layout of the
fair has expanded between 2014 and 2017, with the last edition taking place over 18,290
square metres (compared to just 5,000 in 1982).
The number of visitors to ARCO in 2016 and 2017 was relatively stable at 100,000, which
included art market professionals, international and Spanish collectors as well as the general
public. The number of visitors has fallen by close to 50% over the last ten years, however
the fair remains one of the top fairs internationally for visitor traffic, surpassing attendance
numbers at most of the other major international events held by Art Basel, Frieze or FIAC.
Figure 2.10
Exhibitor Numbers and Floor Size at ARCO from 2006 - 2016
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There are several other important fairs in Spain, with new entrants since 2014, including MARTE
in Castellón which had its first edition in 2014 and Art Marbella, launched in 2015. Although
many of these fairs have a majority of Spanish galleries exhibiting, there are some such as
LOOP and SWAB that are important international events with a stronger representation from
international galleries and participants. Figure 2.11 shows the visitor and exhibitor numbers
from ten key fairs in Spain, (excluding ARCO) including:
Art Madrid – the fair for emerging and other Contemporary art that started in 2006. In 2016
the fair had 46 exhibitors, with 60% from Spain and 20,000 visitors.
Art Marbella – the Contemporary and Modern art fair that started in 2015. In 2016 it had 55
exhibitors, with 60% from Spain and 12,000 visitors.
ArteSantander – the Contemporary art fair dating back to 1992. In 2016 it had 42 exhibitors,
with 78% from Spain and 7,400 visitors.
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Estampa – the Modern and Contemporary art fair established in 1993. In 2016 it had 79
exhibitors, with 70% from Spain and 20,300 visitors.
Feriarte – one of the oldest fairs in Spain with its first edition in 1976, and exhibiting across sectors
including decorative arts, antiques and fine art. In 2016 it had 94 exhibitors and 19,364 visitors.
JustMAD – a Contemporary art fair started in 2010. In 2016 it had 49 participants, around half
of which were Spanish, and 23,000 visitors.
LOOP – started in 2003 and dedicated to moving image and film. In 2016 it had 47 exhibitors,
with 15% from Spain and 4,800 visitors.
MARTE – the Contemporary art fair which had its first edition in 2014. In 2016 it had 250
exhibitors, with 90% from Spain and 8,700 visitors.
Almoneda – which exhibits across a range of sectors including antiquities, collectibles and fine
art. In 2016 it had 150 exhibitors, with 90% from Spain and 24,566 visitors.
SWAB – the Contemporary art fair commenced in 2007. In 2016 it had 72 exhibitors, with
40% from Spain and 18,000 visitors.
These ten events hosted an estimated 158,130 visitors in 2016 (up 20% from 2014), which
coupled with ARCO brings a total of 258,130 visitors to these events alone. Exhibitor numbers
have also risen in the years between 2014 to 2016, however these vary widely between fairs
depending on their programmes and vetting, ranging from the limited 47 exhibitors at LOOP in
2016 (only six of which were Spanish) to 250 at MARTE. While prices vary widely, from those
fairs able to supply pricing information, reported average prices were between €3,000 and
€20,000, and the maximum sales price over all fairs (excluding ARCO) in the last two years was
reported as €500,000.
Figure 2.11
Number of Exhibitors and Visitors - Ten Spanish Fairs (Excluding ARCO)
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SUPPLY AND INVENTORIES
Accessing supply continues to be a challenge for dealers in all sectors. For those in older
sectors and the resale market, sourcing highly scarce works at reasonable prices presents many
challenges, while Contemporary dealers face significant competition with regard to access to
the most sought after artists both in Spain and internationally.
The sources of supply for dealers vary by sector, with Contemporary dealers mainly accessing
works directly from artists. The dominance of Contemporary dealers in Spain contributed to
the high share of reported supply sourced from artists in 2016, with an average of 77% of
total inventory or works for sale during the year. (For Contemporary dealers this share was even
higher at 84%.) Private collectors were the second most important source overall at 13%, and
for those working outside of the contemporary market in older fine art sectors or decorative
art and antiques, this averaged 43%. Another important source for these dealers was the
art trade, with 18% from other dealers and 6% from auctions (versus 5% for both in the
Contemporary market).
Figure 2.12
Sources of Supply for Spanish Dealers in 2016
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Auctions 2%
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Artists 77%
Private collectors 13%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Dealers’ business models have changed dramatically over time, both in Spain and globally. While
historically these models were based around buying low and selling high (finding inventory at
very low prices and selling it for a substantial mark-up), in recent years many have based their
competitive strategies on being able to find and access the best quality artists and works for
their buyers and adding high-value services such as expertise surrounding the object, its maker,
and its history, authentication and restoration. The decision to buy the object outright into
Artists
inventory and sell it 77%
on or simply act as an agent to the transaction is often made on a caseEstates
1% on the context of the sale, specific business models and access to
by-case basis depending
Institutions/
financing.companies 1%
Other

1%

Auctions

2%

Other dealers

5%

Private collectors

13%

Private collectors

Other dealers
Auctions
Other
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In the sample of dealers surveyed, respondents reported that in 2016, on average:
• 75% of their sales came from sales of works on consignment (versus 56% globally). This
was much lower for non-Contemporary dealers (44%) versus Contemporary dealers (78%).
• 16% was from sales of inventory that they owned. This was higher for non-Contemporary
dealers at 25%.
• The remaining 9% was sales on commission or as an agent, with a much higher 32% for
non-contemporary dealers (versus just 7% of Contemporary dealers’ sales).
Of those dealers making acquisitions into inventory for their businesses in 2016, the average
value of their purchases was $228,265 with a median value of $18,750 (compared to a much
higher median value of $315,460 globally). However, considering only dealers working in nonContemporary markets, the average value was much higher at $420,000. Across all sectors
for those who made purchases into inventory from 2014 to 2016, although there was a wide
range of spending reported (including a small portion of dealers who bought more than they
sold in some years) the average ratio of the value of acquisitions to sales was 38% in 2016 (and
this averaged 40% over the three year period).
Dealers were asked how long it took to sell works from their inventory on average, and the highest
share of respondents opted for the period between 12 and 18 months (22% of Spanish dealers
versus 19% globally). The second most common period was between three and six months and
six and 12 months (at 20% each). Overall therefore, these findings indicate that just over half of
Spanish dealers hold inventory in their galleries for a year or more, with a substantial 15% waiting
longer than two years to sell works. This is in stark contrast to some other retail industries where
companies turnover entire inventories four to five times per year. This very slow-moving cycle of
inventory can put dealers under considerable financial pressure, resulting in cash flow problems,
exacerbated by limited access to any form of trade or inventory financing.
Figure 2.13
Average Time Taken to Sell Works from Dealers’ Inventory in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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The survey also revealed that this could be compounded by a slow payment cycle post-purchase
(that is, how long it takes buyers to pay in full after the sale is agreed). One third of respondents
to the survey reported that it took their clients more than three months, on average, from when
an item was purchased to final settlement. Around half of the dealers surveyed were paid
within 60 days, which would be considered a standard limit for overdue invoices. However, the
fact that for the remaining half the average payment terms were longer than 60 days indicates
that they are offering terms outside of what might be acceptable in other industries, including
9% that extended terms beyond six months on average.
A study by Intrum Justitia, The European Payment Report 2016, showed that across all sectors, the
payment cycle in Spain is lengthy compared to its European counterparts. In 2016, their research
showed that the average cycle in the B2C sector was 47 days, the second highest in Europe, while
for B2B companies it averaged 69 days. Late payment of invoices can have serious consequences
for companies including squeezing their liquidity, a loss of income and prohibition of growth. For
the small companies that make up the vast majority of those in the dealer sector in Spain, late
payment along with a capital intensive operational context can make it difficult for some to survive
or grow. Flexibility in payment terms is however widely recognised as one of the key advantages of
purchasing through a dealer making it difficult for them to enforce stricter terms.
Figure 2.14
Average Payment Cycle for All Dealers in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

A slow inventory cycle and long payment cycle can potentially lead to serious cash flow problems
for dealers in Spain, who often have significant credit requirements for inventories along with
the many other expenses of running a business. In Spain, as in many other countries, however,
the market is very lacking in trade financing. Issues related to financing their business was in the
top five most highly rated challenges facing dealers in the next five years (reported as one of the
biggest challenges by 36% of those surveyed).
Because of the challenges they face accessing financing, many dealers are self-financing and
organise their businesses around making sufficient sales to cover all of their internal costs. The
survey showed that leverage in the dealer sector in Spain is relatively low. Figure 2.15 shows the
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reported debt ratio5 of dealers in Spain in 2016, revealing that the majority (61%) had a debt
ratio of 10% or less, and just 8% had a ratio in excess of 50%. Debt ratios vary widely between
industrial sectors, averaging between 40% to 70% in retail industries, which indicating that
debt in the dealer sector is relatively low.
These levels were roughly on par with global ratios in 2016, but notably higher than the auction
sector in Spain, where all companies surveyed reported levels of 10% or less (see Chapter 4).
While the low level of debt in the sector may imply some stability in financing and low financial
risk, these rates are also likely to be indicative of the chronic lack of opportunities for leverage
in the sector: dealers in Spain are forced to maintain low debt business model as they cannot
access financial support from banks. While this may on the surface imply less financial risk, it
also can be a sign that some companies are not able to access the important leverage they need
in order to grow and extend their businesses or even to be able to smooth their cash flows over
volatile or difficult periods.
Figure 2.15
Debt Ratio for Spanish Dealers in 2016
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ART BUYERS
In 2016, the survey revealed that on average dealers made sales to 38 unique buyers, with a
median of 20, around half that of the global dealer sector.6 Global studies have shown that
the number of buyers rises with increasing turnover, but only to a certain point, with the very
highest end dealers tending to sell a smaller number of very high value works each year. This

5

25% - 50%

5. In this context, debt ratio refers to a company’s debt and liabilities versus its assets (sales and stock). It assesses how
much of a company’s assets are financed by debt and is a measure of their overall financial risk.
6. Two outliers were removed from the sample in the construction of the average (respondents reporting over 300
buyers in 2016).
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is reflected in the Spanish data also to some degree. For those dealers with turnover less than
$500,000, their average number of unique buyers in 2016 was 34. This rose to 62 for those
with turnover between $500,000 and $1 million, but then declined again to 44 for those
with turnover in excess of $1 million, with these higher end dealers transacting with a slightly
narrower group of clients.
Figure 2.16
Average Number of Buyers by Level of Turnover of Spanish Dealers in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Dealers reported that their sales in 2016 were spread between new and older clients, with the
majority having only dealt with the gallery for up to five years. On average, 40% of their sales
were to new clients buying from them for the first time in 2016, 41% were buyers that they
had dealt with for between one and five years, and 19% were longer-term buyers of over five
years.
The share of sales to new buyers was greater for dealers with lower turnover than those at the
highest end. For dealers grossing over $1 million, new buyers accounted for 32% of their sales,
while those below $1 million were on par with the wider sector at 42%. The share of sales
to longer-term buyers (that had been clients for more than five years) was significantly higher
for higher level dealers, however, medium-term buyers of one to five years were still by far the
most important segment.
The share of new buyers also differed slightly between sectors with the highest share reported
by those outside the Contemporary sector (55%) versus Contemporary dealers (38%). Longterm buyers of over five years also accounted for double the share of sales of Contemporary
dealers than those working in older sectors such as Modern, Old Masters and antiques.
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Figure 2.17
Share of Sales by Spanish Dealers to Selected Buyer Groups
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Sales to private individual collectors dominated dealers sales in 2016, accounting for an average
74% share. Including interior designers, this increased to 77%, which is the same average
reported in 2013 in Spain for sales to private individuals. Sales to private institutions such as
corporations and foundations accounted for the second highest share at 11%, and those to
other members of the art trade accounted for 6%. Sales to museums were evenly split between
local and foreign institutions in 2016. The share of museum sales accounted for by Spanish
museums has dropped significantly since 2013 when it accounted for 86% of total museum
sales. Chapter 5 discusses the decrease in funding of museums in Spain in more detail which
may account for some of this loss of share.
Figure 2.18
Market Share of Sales by Buyer Group in 2016
Spanish museums 3%
Interior designers 3%
International museums 3%
Art trade 6%

Private institutions 11%

Private collectors 74%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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Sales to local buyers made up the majority of the business conducted by dealers in 2016,
accounting for 63% of sales versus 37% to overseas buyers. This share declined from 70% in
2013, as some dealers in Spain have increasingly pursued more internationally focused business
models to reach a geographically diverse base of buyers. The share of local versus international
buyers varied significantly with turnover levels, with the tendency for dealers with lower
turnovers to have a greater share of local buyers. For those buyers with turnovers less than
$500,000 in 2016 the share of local buyers was 75%, however for those between $500,000
and $1 million, this was less than half that share (at 34%). It is interesting to note that when
turnover reached over $1 million, the importance of local buyers increased again (to 40%), but
remained still significantly below the share of dealers in the lowest tier.
Dealers reported a geographically diverse range of buyers. Of those buyers outside Spain, US
collectors accounted for the highest share overall at 22%, up 3% on the share reported in
2013. French buyers had the second highest share, but this was down two percentage points
to 17%, with Germany stable at 10%. European buyers accounted for just over half of the sales
dealers made in 2016 (down from 58% in 2013), and those from South and Central America
accounted for a significantly higher share of 21% versus just 9% in 2013. This fits very much
with the anecdotal evidence that suggested that historical and cultural ties with countries in
South America, a common language and other factors have promoted growth in the buyers
from this region for Spanish galleries. Some dealers also noted that even the sales they made
locally in Spain were increasingly supported by foreign residents living in major cities in Spain,
particularly new residents from Argentina, Venezuela, Peru and other parts of South America.
Figure 2.19
Most Important Nationalities of Buyers (Outside Spain) for Spanish Dealers in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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When asked to name their top three challenges over the next five years, the biggest challenge
cited by dealers in Spain, as it was globally, was to find new clients (the most commonly cited by
77% of respondents). The difficulty in finding new buyers for dealers is exacerbated by the fact
that many collectors, particularly those newer to the market, are seeking works from a relatively
narrow group of artists, which has served to boost the turnover of a small number of specialist
galleries and salesrooms, but increases the challenge for others. The second highest rated
challenge was attendance at art fairs, which continue to be a significant drain on resources
especially for smaller businesses, yet remain a critical access point for increasing sales. The third
was the economic context, which is critical for boosting demand for antiques and encouraging
new buyers into the art and antiques markets.
Table 2.1
Challenges Faced by Dealers Over the Next Five Years
Share of Responses

Top Challenges Faced by Dealers in Next Five Years

77%

Finding new clients

53%

Participation at fairs

43%

The economy / the demand for art and antiques

36%

Financing your business / debt

28%

Premises for your business: gallery, shop, storage

19%

Internet and online sales

19%

Political instabilities

17%

The increased regulation of the art market and cross-border trade

9%

Competition with auction houses

4%

Accessing supply of objects, works of art, artists

2%

Currency issues and exchange rate fluctuations

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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PRIMARY MARKET SECTOR IN SPAIN

THE PRIMARY VERSUS SECONDARY ART MARKET
An important structural feature of the gallery and dealer market is that it operates on a two-tier
system made up of the primary and secondary markets. Some galleries work exclusively in
either marketplace, while others combine primary sales with secondary sales (or resales),
including those of the same artists in some cases. In most large art centres, the secondary
market dominates the trade in terms of value, and is where higher prices are generally achieved.
In Spain, however, due to the number of businesses in the primary market, the gallery sector is
heavily dominated in terms of aggregate values by primary sales.
By definition, the primary market is where artists first sell new works to collectors. Artists either
connect directly to buyers to make sales or use an intermediary, most commonly a dealer.
Currently in Spain, new research has shown that less than one third of artists have a stable
relationship with a gallery, with the remainder having more sporadic, event-driven associations
where present.1 Although artists, direct sales or studio sales are very difficult to measure,
anecdotal and other evidence suggests that gallery sales heavily dominate in terms of value,
and form the core value of the primary market. The gallery is also where artists earn the highest
prices in the primary market and establish their careers and market presence.
In the primary dealer market, works sold are made up of new and unknown artists as well as
more established Contemporary artists. Some segments of this market are made up of artists
that may not be very established, or the quality of their works is less easy to discern, meaning
buyers are faced with a lack of full information and purchasing can entail a significant degree
of risk. Dealers therefore play a crucial role as gatekeepers and conduits for information for
buyers, and for artists in directly selling their work and developing their careers over time.
Dealers are responsible for establishing the initial price levels for their artists’ works, and once
a defined price base has been established for an artist, they can use increases in supply to help
broaden the market and increase their liquidity. Dealers can also help to promote the longevity
of an artist’s career by controlling supply and supporting sales outside the gallery. In some cases
dealers will keep track of their artist’s work after it has been sold and try to find buyers for
works on the secondary market, with some even bidding up works that are consigned at
auction to ensure the stability of an artist’s market and prevent a work from not selling or selling
for a low price in the public domain. In some cases dealers go further, requiring buyers of
certain artists’ works on the primary market to sign an agreement assuring that the works will
be resold exclusively through them or donated to a museum, rather than risk any detrimental
influences through a sale in the auction sector.
The secondary market, on the other hand, is where dealers and auction houses offer works of
art for subsequent resale. One of the distinctive features of the art market on a global level is
the predominance of the value of trade on this second tier, with by far the bulk of trading
taking place here between former and future consumers. In the primary marketplace, prices
tend to be lower than on the secondary market, as when an artist first sells a work it can take

1. Marta Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio (2016) La Actividad Económica de los/las Artistas en España. Estudio y
análisis. Editorial Universidad de Granada: Granada.
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considerable time before it is recognized for its artistic value, rarity or historical importance. By
the time a work is resold, these second sales tend to be higher priced by nature. Information
costs are also lower on the secondary market and participants are also likely to have more and
better information concerning artists and their more established works, and therefore purchases
tend to be less risky.
The fall in risk is connected to the distinct feature of the value of works of art to appreciate
rather than depreciate over time. This is quite different from other goods commonly traded on
secondary markets, with a good example being the largest secondary market, the market for
used cars. Buyers in the second-hand car market generally purchase cautiously and reluctantly,
hence the price gap between the primary and secondary markets tends to significantly favour
the former. Art collectors, on the other hand, will often be more wary and pay less for new and
contemporary artists’ works, whose value may not be as well established as older more
renowned works sold on secondary markets.
Excluding decorative art and antiques dealers, the sample of dealers surveyed for this research
was made up of dealers working solely in the primary market, those working solely in the
secondary market, and those working in both markets. Both in terms of the number of
businesses and the value of sales, Spain’s gallery market is heavily dominated by primary market
galleries. The survey results showed that 69% of all Spanish dealers worked exclusively in the
primary market, while a further 25% worked in both the primary and secondary markets.
Looking only at Contemporary art dealers, 79% worked solely in the primary market, with 19%
combining primary and secondary sales, while just 2% worked only in the secondary market.
For those dealers working in both markets, around 40% of the value of their turnover in 2016
came from sales in the primary market versus 60% from secondary market resales.
Figure 3.1
Share of Businesses in the Spanish Contemporary Dealer Market in 2016

Both 19%

Secondary 2%

Primary 79%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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SALES IN THE PRIMARY MARKET
In 2016, sales in the primary market were estimated to make up around 77% of the total value
of sales in the Spanish dealer sector, or around €239 million. While median sales were fairly
consistent across the different segments of the dealer sector, average sales in the primary
market were lower than those also working in the secondary market (and than the market
average for all Spanish dealers). In 2016, average sales in the primary market reached an
estimated €313,940, which was around 80% of the overall average for the sector and 68% of
the average for dealers who also worked in the secondary market.
While there are a small number of Spanish primary market dealers turning over well in excess
of €1 million per annum, as noted above, due to the nature of this sector of the market, prices
tend to be lower and, in some cases, sales volumes are also less. The average volume of works
sold in the primary market in 2016 was considerably less (at 59 works) than those selling across
both markets (at 83) or in the market in general (at 71). However, the average volume of
transactions increased 10% between 2014 and 2016 in the primary sector, versus just 7% in
the remainder of the market.
The greater share of aggregate value in Spain’s primary sector is therefore based on the much
larger number of businesses in this sector rather than a larger average turnover. Despite
remaining smaller in value, the average turnover in the primary market had the highest increase
year-on-year, advancing 23% in 2016 versus a rise of just 3% for those working in the secondary
market. The primary segment has also seen the biggest rise in values over the two year period
between 2014 and 2016, with an increase in sales of 50% versus a rise of 18% for secondary
market dealers.
Dealers working in the primary sector were also somewhat more optimistic regarding their sales
in 2017, with 40% predicting continued growth and 48% expecting stability in the coming
year. In the secondary market, a lower share of 25% expected greater sales ahead in 2017,
although the majority (56%) forecasted that they would be stable year-on-year.
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Figure 3.2
Average Turnover of Spanish Dealers 2014 - 2016
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PRICES IN THE PRIMARY MARKET
As noted in Chapter 2, Spain is generally a lower priced market than many of its global
counterparts, and dealers in the Contemporary market had the lowest average prices of all
of the fine art sectors in 2016. Within the Contemporary market, the primary market also has
the lowest average prices overall, at €5,190, with the sector including new, unknown and
emerging artists with lower price points and a less established market presence.
For all dealers, regardless of the sector they operate in, the bulk of sales they make is at prices
of less than $50,000. The survey indicated that 92% of all of the transactions that dealers in
the primary market made in 2016 were for prices less than $50,000, with 60% for less than
$5,000. Like the wider dealer sector in Spain, only 1% of the sales made by primary market
dealers were at prices that exceeded $250,000.
Figure 3.3
Average Prices in the Spanish Dealer Market in 2016
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For most primary dealers (86%) the most profitable segments for their businesses in 2106
were sales of works priced less than $50,000. It is interesting to note that despite having
lower average prices than other sectors, the most profitable areas of their businesses are at
higher prices. The single most profitable segment reported in 2016 by those surveyed in the
primary market was sales between $5,000 and $50,000 (versus $1,000 to $5,000 for those
also operating in the secondary market and on aggregate for all dealers).
Margins varied widely between dealers. In terms of gross profits, although primary market
dealers reported a slightly larger share in the range of less than 10%, they had a considerably
higher proportion reporting gross margins in excess of 30% than secondary market dealers.
Spanish primary market dealers net profit margins were also much more spread than those
operating in the secondary market, and one third had margins in excess of 20% versus just
21% of their secondary counterparts. 10% of primary market dealers reported a net profit
ratio greater than 30% in 2016, while there were none at that level with sales in the secondary
market.
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Table 3.1
Gross Profit of Spanish Dealers
Gross Profit
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14%

11%
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23%
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28%

30% - 40%

21%

7%

18%

40% - 50%

10%

14%

11%

Over 50%

10%

0%

8%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Table 3.2
Net Profit of Spanish Dealers
Net Profit
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50%
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23%
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2%

0%

2%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

SALES CHANNELS
The gallery was the most important channel for sales for primary market galleries in Spain, with
a share of 54% of sales in 2016. It is interesting to note that this was smaller than the share
reported by galleries sales for those working outside the primary market (at 59%).
Primary market dealers had a much higher share of sales made via art fairs than other dealers
at 43% versus 34%. Despite having an identical share made at international art fairs, primary
market dealers made double the share of sales at local events. Dealers in the primary market
attended five fairs on average in 2016 (three international events and two local events). This
implies that 58% of the sales made from fairs by primary market dealers comes from three
international events. Those outside of the primary sector attended just three fairs per year on
the other hand, two local and one overseas.
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Figure 3.4
Share of Dealer Sales by Sales Channel in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Online sales, on the other hand, accounted for a slightly lower share of sales by primary market
dealers, and were split evenly between sales via the dealer’s own website and those on third party
platforms, with the most commonly cited being Artsy. Those working outside the primary market
made 6% of their sales online and predominantly (5%) via their own website. As in the wider
dealer market, these sales have become and important method to access new customers, with
primary market dealers reporting that 61% of their online sales in 2016 were to new buyers who
had never been to their gallery or never met them before in person (versus 63% for non-primary
market dealers), 4% were to regular online buyers that they had no previous in-person contact
with (versus 8% for those working in the secondary market). The remaining 35% were current
buyers with whom they had already had personal contact, but who chose to purchase online via
their website or platform versus just 28% in this category in the secondary market.
SUPPLY AND INVENTORIES
The most common business model for sales for dealers in the primary market was selling works
on consignment, where an artist does not sell the work to the gallery but consigns it on a
pre-agreed basis for an exhibition or agreed period, with the proceeds divided based on a
pre-agreed ratio. If the work is not sold, the dealer may keep the work in inventory or return
if to the artist. In such consignment relationships, the risks related to the sale are shared by
the dealer and the artist, with the relationship resembling much more of a joint venture than
a principal-agent relationship. This arrangement is advantageous to a dealer as it involves low
capital intensity as they do not have to purchase works for inventory and sale.
Primary market dealers in Spain reported that 80% of the works they sold by value were on a
consignment basis (versus just 48% for those also working in the secondary market). Just under
15% of their sales were from inventory that they owned outright (versus 24% for secondary
market dealers), and 6% were on commission (versus 28%).
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The primary source of works for sales in the primary market is unsurprisingly works obtained
directly from artists, with sales sourced directly accounting for 85% of dealers’ turnover in
2016. Just 8% of sales came from works sourced from private collectors, whereas for those who
also operated in the secondary market this source accounted for 85% of sales. For secondary
market dealers, the art trade (other dealers and auction houses) accounted for the remaining
15%, versus just 5% in the primary market.
Figure 3.5
Primary Market Dealers’ Sources of Supply in 2016
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Auctions 1%
Other dealers 4%

Artists 85%

Private collectors 8%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

As noted in Chapter 2, the inventory cycle for some dealers can be slow, with many holding
inventory for periods in excess of one year. Dealers in the primary market reported a higher
than average share of inventory cycles in excess of one year at 55% versus just 45% for those
working in the secondary market. Those also operating in the secondary market were also more
likely to have short inventory cycles of less than six months (at 36% versus just 25% of primary
market dealers). In the very highest segment of over two years however, primary market dealers
had a lower share of 14% versus 18% for those in the resale market.
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Figure 3.6
Average Time Taken to Sell Work from Dealers’ Inventory in 2016
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As in the wider market, the payment cycle for primary dealers can also be relatively long. Just
over half (51%) of the dealers in the primary market were paid within 60 days of sale, which
was a slightly greater share than those operating in the secondary market (at 45%). However,
at the higher end of payments exceeding three months, the share of primary market dealers (at
36%) was double that of their secondary counterparts.
Primary market dealers were significantly more leveraged than those in the secondary market.
All of the dealers that operated in the secondary market reported that their debt ratios were
less than 25%. In the primary market however, 28% of dealers had a debt ratio in excess of
25%, including 10% above 50%. In all sectors, the majority of dealers had debt to sales ratios
of 10% or less. As noted in Chapter 2, this is likely for some to be due to a lack of opportunity
rather than a distinct strategy or operational decision, and financing was the fourth highest
rated challenge over the next five years by primary market dealers (next to finding new clients,
the challenges of art fairs and issues related to the economy and its effects on the art market).
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Table 3.3
Debt Ratios of Spanish Dealers in 2016
Debt Ratio

0 - 10%

10% - 25%

25% - 50%

50% - 75%

More than 75%

All

61%

17%

14%

5%

3%

Primary

59%

12%

18%

6%

4%

Secondary/both

71%

29%

0%

0%

0%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

BUYERS IN THE PRIMARY MARKET
Primary market dealers made sales to an average of 37 unique buyers in 2016, versus 48 for
those in other sectors. Sales in 2016 were spread between new and older clients, with the
majority having only dealt with the gallery for up to five years. On average, 40% of the sales
made by dealers in the primary market were to new clients buying from them for the first time
in 2016, 42% were buyers that they had dealt with for between one and five years, and 18%
were longer-term buyers of over five years. For dealers with secondary market sales, the shares
were broadly similar with a slightly higher share of new buyers in 2016 (41%) and a higher
share of longer term buyers of more than five years (at 22%).
Like the wider sector, sales to private individual collectors dominated primary market dealers’
sales in 2016, accounting for an average share of 71% (or 74% including interior designers).
Private collectors accounted for an even greater share for those working outside the primary
market at 89%. It is interesting to note from Figure 3.7 that while primary market dealers
made 7% of their sales to museums (with a slightly higher share to those outside Spain), those
dealers with sales in the secondary market reported making no sales in 2016 to museums.
While this group of respondents was smaller than those in the primary market and does not
cover all dealers in this sector in Spain, this does fit with some of the anecdotal evidence which
suggested that sales to museums had been quite slow to revive, particularly in older sectors of
the market.
Sales to local buyers also made up the majority of the business conducted by primary market
dealers in 2016, accounting for 61% of sales, a slightly lower share than the wider dealer sector
and significantly lower than their counterparts in the secondary market at 75%. Anecdotally,
dealers in the primary market noted that buyers outside Spain have become increasingly
important for their businesses, through fairs and other international events. As noted in Chapter
2, some dealers reported that there was also increased buying from new foreign residents in
Spain from South and Central America. Views were mixed as to whether this was in fact
simply a substitution effect versus an improvement, with many noting that their usual Spanish
collector base was still “… not fully back in the market or enthusiastic and still buying very
conservatively versus 2006 or 2007…”.
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Figure 3.7
Share of Dealer Sales by Buyer Group in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

ARTISTS REPRESENTED BY PRIMARY MARKET DEALERS
Dealers in the primary market often play a critical role in the establishment and management
of an artist’s career, and therefore they tend to represent a limited number of artists at any
one time. It can often be the case that only a relatively small number of artists that a dealer
represents are commercially successful, and the profit they make through the sales of their work
is often invested in the careers of others or a form of cross-subsidization.2 The number of artists
represented is therefore not necessarily proportional to sales or profitability in a straightforward
way.
The average number of artists represented by dealers working exclusively in the Spanish primary
art market in 2016 was 18, which was slightly lower than the global average for primary market
dealers at 21. However, there was a significant range between galleries, from just two artists up
to a maximum of 80 artists. Spanish artists accounted for 61% of the total artists represented
(or 11 artists on average), with international artists averaging seven per gallery (or 39% of all
artists represented). These shares are on par with the wider global primary market in 2016.
The majority of sales in the primary market also came from the sales of works by Spanish artists,
accounting for 67% of dealers’ total sales in 2016 (slightly higher than the global average for
local or national artists of 60%), while international artists accounted for just one third of the
annual total.
For those dealers working in both the primary and secondary market, the average number of
primary market artists represented was 20, most of which (85%) were Spanish, with an average
of just three international artists per gallery. Despite the small number of international artists,
sales were fairly evenly split between Spanish and international artists, with the latter having
a marginally higher share at 52%, implying that prices and values were significantly higher for
international artists.

2. See a discussion of this issue in Towse, R. ed (2013) A Handbook of Cultural Economics. Edward Elgar: London.
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Adding these galleries to those working solely in the primary market, the average number of
artists represented was 19. Spanish artists still dominated overall at 63% versus 37% international
artists. They also generated the most sales (at 65% versus 35% from sales of international
artists’ works). The highest earning segment was Spanish, non-exclusively represented artists
(33% of sales), while the lowest was international and exclusively represented artists (12%).
In contrast those working in the secondary market (whether solely or in combination with the
primary market) represented a much higher 37 artists on average. For these dealers, Spanish
artists were even more dominant (at 70% of the total represented), while international artists
accounted for just 30%. In this segment international artists generated slightly more sales
(54%) than local artists (46%), again implying much higher values given their smaller number.
The highest sales segment overall for these dealers was international artists that were exclusively
represented (33%).
Figure 3.8
Artists Represented by Spanish Primary Market Galleries in 2016

Spanish (Exclusive)
4

International (Non-exclusive)
5

21%
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International (Exclusive)
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Figure 3.9 again combines all dealers working in the primary market in Spain (solely or in
combination with the resale market), showing that Spanish artists dominate sales with a share
on average of 65% versus 35% attributed to international artists. The segment generating
the greatest share of sales in 2016 for dealers operating in the primary market was therefore
Spanish artists with non-exclusive representation, whereas the lowest was international,
exclusive artists (12%).
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Figure 3.9
Sales Generated by Artists Represented by Spanish Primary Market Galleries in 2016

International (Non-exclusive) 23%
Spanish (Exclusive) 32%

International (Exclusive) 12%
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

While Spanish artists still dominate the primary market both in terms of sales and numbers
of artists, the analysis above shows that representation of international artists is a significant
feature of most gallery programmes in Spain, with a third of sales on average coming from
foreign artists in 2016. Spain has strong historical and cultural links with regions such as Latin
America, however the strongest links for artist and gallery relationships were still more proximal,
with half of the international artists represented by Spanish galleries coming from Europe. The International (Non-exclusive) 5
Spanish (Exclusive) 4
most important source countries for artists in 2016 in Europe were France, the UK, Italy and
Germany with a combined 33% share. Artists from South and Central America made up 22%
of the number of international artists represented by Spanish primary market galleries, with
Brazil and Argentina accounting for the highest share. Asian artists, on the other hand, made
International (Exclusive) 2
up a 9% share (predominantly artists from Japan and China), while US artists accounted for
14%. The US was a much more important source of artists in the secondary market on the
Spanish
21% European artists accounted for 39%, South and Central
other (Exclusive)
hand (with4 a 26% share), while
American
artists had 8a 16% share42%
and Asian artists were 10% of the total.
Spanish
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Figure 3.10
Share of Nationalities of International Artists Represented by Galleries in Spain
a. Primary Market
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

b. Secondary Market/ Both
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A major issue in recent years raised by some dealers was accessing artists and maintaining
relationships with them. Some felt that while the internet and digital communication had
opened up access to much greater information on new artists, this was also now freely available
to all, making competition even more intense, with the focus of many galleries on a relatively
small group of artists.
The highly competitive nature of the global contemporary market in recent years has worked
against the previous models of monopolistic competition whereby it was common for dealers
to represent artists on an exclusive basis, at least within a geographical area. This is true in the
primary market in Spain, where in 2016, on average, galleries solely working in the primary
market only had exclusive representation with one third of their total artists (versus an average
of 40% globally). This was slightly higher for Spanish artists (with 36% of those represented
by primary market galleries having an exclusive arrangement) versus international artists (at just
29%).
For those working in both markets, only 20% of the artists they represented in the primary
market had an exclusive arrangement with the gallery, 18% of their Spanish artists and a
slightly higher 33% of the international artists. Those artists with exclusive representation
represented just over half of the sales generated in the primary market in 2016.
Summing all of those dealers operating in the primary market, those exclusively represented are
a minority (32%), with a slightly lower level of exclusivity for international artists (29%) than
those from Spain (33%).
In contrast for those working in the secondary market, exclusivity was slightly more common at
32% or 12 of their 37 artists, but this was mainly for local artists (42% of whom were exclusively
represented) and less for international (9%). Artists represented exclusively accounted for the
majority of sales (at 55%), but the greatest share was for international exclusively represented
artists (at 33% versus just 22% of sales from Spanish, exclusively represented artists). The
lowest sales generator for these dealers was international artists with no exclusive relationship.
While dealers still work closely with their artists, exclusivity is evidently not as common in
recent years and many galleries now actively promote their artists working with other galleries
in order to nurture and develop their careers. Many galleries felt that it was critical in order to
successfully promote an artist that they work with other galleries and institutions in exhibiting
their work and establishing their public presence. Many however recognized that this can often
work best when there is one main gallery directing an artist’s career, with others working with
them at different, secondary levels, focusing on specific exhibitions and sales.
While some dealers posited that this collaborative approach worked very well, the lack of
exclusivity was seen as problematic for others, particularly when it came to the heavy cost
of investment associated with the promotion of some artists. If an artist is represented by
more than one gallery, a free rider problem may arise where one or more dealers may abstain
or reduce their investment in costly promotional activities while profiting from the efforts
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undertaken by others. Promotional activities are also specific to a particular artist, and mostly
non-transferable. Once a relationship is terminated between an artist and a dealer, these costs
need to be considered as sunk and irretrievable. This is particularly problematic for smaller
galleries who may pay heavy costs in the promotion of artists at the start of their careers, but
do not reap the benefits of their success as they shift to larger galleries as their market begins
to develop. Both of these issues (the free-rider issue and sunk costs of promotion) may lead to
promotional activities taking place at a lesser extent than would be optimal for the artist. Some
galleries also felt that while they collaborated with museums and other institutions as well as
the artist themselves in their promotion and exhibitions, it was the gallery that was most often
left to fund most of the costs.
Many of the dealers interviewed discussed their concerns that buying interest has become more
centred on high-end galleries with more established artists, both in Spain and more generally.
While small and younger galleries often provide a crucial role in establishing an artist and acting
as an incubator for their early careers, once successful, artists are often cherry picked by larger
galleries, and hence these galleries often do not grow with the artists that they work with or
share their successes as their careers develop. This has caused them to come under increasing
financial pressure due to the time and costs associated with launching an artist into the market
(alongside rising costs and overheads, attendance at fairs and other business expenses) without
sharing in the financial upside of their success. This issue is not peculiar to Spain, and both
Spanish and international dealers even at the highest end, recognized this could potentially
be a major problem in the infrastructure of the market going forward, where these smaller
galleries play a crucial role.
EXHIBITIONS
Exhibitions are a critical part of a gallery’s model, providing the fundamental interface between
art and ideas and the public. They provide a means to contextualize and display art that makes
it relevant and accessible to audiences and potential buyers and they remain the key medium
through which most art becomes known.
The survey indicated that on average dealers operating in the primary market in Spain held
eight exhibitions each year, six in their own premises, one in another premises in their main
country of business and one overseas. This was on par with global averages in 2016, as well
as the average for all dealers in Spain. Although overseas exhibitions were relatively low for
these dealers, these averages include all respondents, including those who did no exhibitions
overseas. Including only those who did at least one overseas exhibition, the average was three.
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Dealers operating in secondary markets had a slightly higher number of exhibitions overall at
nine on average, and most (eight) tended to be in their own galleries.
Figure 3.11
Share of Exhibitions in 2016 by Galleries in Spain
International 7%

International 9%
Other premises
in Spain 10%

Other premises
in Spain 3%

Gallery 90%
Gallery 81%

Primary

Secondary/both

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

While the popularity of artists that galleries represent is often judged by the total sales they
generate in a given year, the number of exhibitions they are included in also indicates much
regarding their importance and popularity. Data on exhibitions in galleries and other institutions
therefore offers some interesting insights into the structure of the primary and wider art market
in Spain.
Artfacts is the largest global database of exhibition data with information on close to 600,000
artists gathered for over 15 years. An analysis of the data from Artfacts suggests, conservatively,
that there were around 3,640 exhibitions in Spain in 2016 across the main, active institutions
(largely galleries, museums and non-profit arts institutions, and excluding permanent
collections).
Spain accounts for 3% of the major exhibitions held worldwide, which is considerably larger
than its share of sales in the global art market, although this has declined slightly over ten years
(from 4% in 2006). This decline was less than countries such as the US, which lost 10% share
over the period as some of the larger European markets such as Germany and France and
smaller global and emerging markets gained share.
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Figure 3.12
Share of Major Exhibitions by Country in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Artfacts.net

Looking only at the major exhibitions (including only those galleries that exhibit at the main
global art fairs and again excluding permanent exhibitions), the number of major exhibitions
globally has increased by 20% over the last ten years. The number of major shows in Spain
advanced only 10% (from around 1,262 in 2006 to 1,383 in 2016).
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It is interesting to note, however, that while the number of exhibitions held in Spain has grown
at a slower rate than the global aggregate and many other individual nations, the number of
exhibitions featuring Spanish artists has risen much more rapidly, advancing 28% in number
over ten years. In 2006, there were an estimated 3,275 major exhibitions worldwide featuring
Spanish artists, whereas in 2016 this had grown to 4,190. This was still around half the number
featuring French or British artists (at 8,485 and 7,315 respectively), and just 18% of the total
featuring American artists (at 23,090). However the rate of growth has been considerably
faster than exhibitions of British, American and many other national artists, with Chinese artists
being a notable exception (increasing dramatically from 2,230 to 3,295 in 2016).
Figure 3.14
Change in the Number of Exhibitions by Artist’s Nationality 2006 - 2016
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Galleries in the primary market account for the majority of exhibitions in Spain. Galleries
accounted for an 81% share of all major exhibitions in Spain in 2016 (on par with global
averages) and most of these were in the primary market. According to Artfacts data, 91% of
all exhibitions in Spain by sector are of Post War and Contemporary art and almost 70% of the
total relate to artists born after 1945.
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Figure 3.15
Share of Exhibitions by Institution - Selected Countries 2016
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Analysing the growth of exhibitions by institution type shows that the number of gallery shows
has only increased by 1% in ten years, while the number of museum exhibitions has advanced
by 8%. This is in contrast to exhibitions through non-profit institutions and festivals which have
more than doubled (albeit from a much smaller base), while the number of fairs has increased
by 40%.
In terms of group versus solo exhibitions, solo shows dominate in Spain accounting for 74% of
the main shows in 2016, with group shows accounting for 26%. However, group shows have
seen the greatest increase, rising by 30% in number versus just 4% for solo shows. Table 3.1
shows the growth in solo versus group shows in a selection of different countries (in order of
the rate of growth in solo shows). The table shows that countries differ considerably on the
trajectory of exhibition types over the last ten years, however globally also group show growth
has outweighed solo shows.
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Table 3.4
Growth in Exhibitions 2006 - 2016: Solo versus Group Exhibitions (All Institutions)
Country

Global

Solo

Group

Country

Solo

Group

18%

25%

France

23%

45%

Singapore

345%

95%

UK

22%

35%

Columbia

277%

900%

South Korea

19%

39%

Russia

170%

246%

US

17%

–2%

China

156%

96%

Germany

14%

48%

Mexico

79%

66%

Others

11%

17%

Chile

64%

–19%

Spain

Brazil

42%

68%

Argentina

Austria

40%

12%

Japan

24%

68%

4%

30%

–3%

0%

Italy

–9%

16%

India

–23%

20%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Artfacts.net

The nationality of artists within exhibitions worldwide is very diverse. Exhibitions with Spanish
artists made up an estimated 2% of all exhibitions worldwide in 2016, with the largest
nationality being American artists (at 11%). However, within Spain, Spanish artists accounted
for the highest share of artists by nationality at 38%. While a bias for national artists is common
to virtually all markets, even in the major international trading hubs such as the UK and US, it
is interesting to note the relatively high share in Spain and the significant growth in that share
over the last ten years.
Table 3.5
Share of Exhibitions by National Artists
Country

2016

2006

Change %

France

29%

24%

5%

China

43%

28%

14%

US

37%

26%

11%

UK

21%

21%

0%

Spain

38%

23%

15%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Artfacts.net
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Figure 3.16
Exhibitions in Spain by Artist Nationality in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Artfacts.net

OTHER FUNCTIONS OF DEALERS IN THE PRIMARY MARKET
Dealers in the primary market play many different roles besides matching supply and demand
and making sales. A critical function of dealers in the primary market is that of establishing
and building an artist’s market presence. Dealers serve as critical gatekeepers to the art market,
through the selection of which artists to represent and the range of other promotional activities
designed to enhance their economic value, including exhibitions, bringing an artists work
directly to the attention of private and institutional collectors, curators, critics and other experts
and stimulating other museums or galleries interest in the artist.
An in depth study of Spanish artists and their working conditions by Marta Pérez Ibáñez and
Isidro López-Aparicio La Actividad Económica de los/las Artistas en España (2016) shows in
detail the very poor and precarious economic situation of most artists in Spain.3 This study
conducted a very detailed survey of 1,100 artists in Spain revealing some crucial insights
about their economic situation and also their relations with galleries and the market. Despite
the fact that 61% of the sample had university level qualifications in fine arts, almost half
(47%) had an annual salary (from all professional activities, art or otherwise) of less than
€8,000, while the majority (78%) had incomes of less than €20,000. In contrast, just less
than 1% earned over €60,000. The minority of professional artists earned most of their
annual income from their artistic practice, with only 15% stating that 80% to 100% of their
income came from art-related work, while 64% stated that the share was only up to 20% of
their income. A total share of 74% stated that only 40% or less of their income came from
art, implying that most artists were unable to survive economically through a reliance on art
as their main profession.

3. For more information on the authors and their research on artists and their economic situation, please see
Ecosistema del Arte, https://ecosistemadelarte.com.
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This study also revealed that while 84% of Spanish artists were actively exhibiting in the last two
years, just 32% of working artists in Spain reported having a stable relationship with a gallery
over the period from 2008 to 2016, with the remaining 68% having a more sporadic and ad
hoc relationship loosely built around events and exhibitions. Artists used a variety of spaces
to show their art besides galleries, including exhibition spaces such as banks and town halls,
museums and other institutions, while just under half had carried out exhibitions in galleries.
Figure 3.17
Where Spanish Artists Exhibit 2015 - 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Marta Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio (2016)

59% of artists had made sales directly from their exhibitions in the last two years (with the
remaining artists lack of sales not necessarily due to a lack of interest in their work, but due to
the non-commercial nature of the exhibition itself). The economic importance of the gallery
exhibition to the artist is therefore much more important than some other public spaces which
do not lend themselves to sales.
Of those making sales, the vast majority were for relatively low prices: 59% had average
prices of less than €500 and only 1% reported an average in excess of €5,000. Even for the
segment of highest earning artists,4 just 6% reported that their average price was more than
€5,000, with 44% still averaging €500 or less.
An important finding of the research was that for those with average prices in excess of €1,000,
most (64%) had a stable relationship with a gallery. In other words, for those with higher
average prices, the likelihood of working regularly with a gallery was twice as high as the entire
sample. By implication, this reinforces the fact that working with a gallery significantly increases
an artist’s chance of achieving higher market prices and a more substantial market presence,
and to the extent that they net higher returns from those prices, should enhance their economic
situation.

4. This segment represented 9% of artists, all of which have at least 75% of their income coming from artistic activities.
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Figure 3.18
Average Prices of Work Sold from Exhibitions by Spanish Artists
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Marta Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio (2016)

When an artist is taken on or agrees to be represented by a gallery, they usually work out with
the gallery their terms of their understanding including the dealer’s commission, number of
exhibitions, prices of their works, marketing and advertising and who pays for it, and whether or
not the artist-dealer relationship is exclusive (which as noted above is less common in Spain and
in general in recent years). It is interesting to note that the research found that of those artists
with a stable relationship with a gallery, only a minority (16%) had a written formal contract with
the gallery. Only 6% had an exclusive contract with a gallery and the most common contractual
relationship (for 69% of artists) was simply for the receipt or deposit of their works. By far the
most common way all artists were compensated by galleries was after their work was sold, with
only 1% getting a monthly share or any kind of fee advance prior to the sale.
A critical part of the dealers role in the primary market is the promotion and communication
about an artist to critics, museums, collectors and the wider public. As the dealer and the artist
have common goals in establishing the artist’s market and giving longevity to their careers, one
of the most successful relationships are built around sharing these and other important tasks,
and the study found that collaboration between the artist and the gallery in carrying out these
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functions has increased in recent years, particularly with the advance of online communication
and social media.
Collaboration on communication about the artist and their work has increased from 26%
in 2008 to 45% in 2016, while the incidence of the gallery conducting this function alone
dropped eight percentage points (to 8%).
The much cheaper and simpler production of digital catalogues and other press materials online
has increased collaboration on documentation, and the role of the artist in producing these
themselves without the high cost of printed, paper copies.
The costs to produce works is still borne mainly by the artist themselves and this increased
substantially since 2008, with the gallery playing a smaller role and less joint sharing of the
costs, which creates a higher degree of risk for artists producing speculative works they hope
will sell, but often with considerable sunk costs (particularly in relation to their low incomes).
The gallery was found in the study to be mainly responsible for invoicing (for 53% of those
surveyed), while artists invoicing for their own works was still relatively high at 25%. Particularly
since 2014 when the VAT on sales of work directly from artists dropped from the standard
rate (21%) to a reduced rate of 10%, galleries reported anecdotally that it is not uncommon
for artists to bill buyers directly, with the gallery then charging VAT on the margin on their
commission. This can effectively reduce the total VAT charged from 21% of the final price
to around 15% (10% on the sale by the artist and 21% on the galleries commission). It is
not possible to use this structure for all transactions, however, and many galleries interviewed
complained about the VAT situation, in particular in relation to other lower or more flexible
rates in other EU markets, as well as the uncompetitive position it put them in vis-à-vis some
markets outside the EU. Many argued that as galleries substantially support artistic production
and promotion, and are essentially selling an identical product often to public art institutions
such as museums, they should be also allowed to access the reduced rate of 10% afforded to
artists.
Galleries noted that at international art fairs especially, the high rate of VAT in Spain made them
uncompetitive and some have created structures by which they can bill sales from a different
region, such as France to access lower tax rates. This results in a net loss of tax revenue for Spain
despite the higher relative rates of VAT as galleries and buyers find these and other methods
of regulatory arbitrage. Others conduct the transactions outside the European Union (such as
in the US) and then import works back into Spain, hence only paying the import VAT of 10%
rather than the full rate of 21%, and setting up a reality where it is cheaper to buy Spanish art
outside of Spain than within the country.5 Although being able to conduct transactions from
many different international regions is not possible for many smaller galleries, these examples
show the significant issues at stake in the art market in maintaining a high level of tax on art
sales.

5. Such practices are discussed by the director of Thaddaeus Ropac gallery in the following article. http://www.
swissinfo.ch/page/spa/economia/art-basel-47_-el-arte-contemporáneo-español-no-interesa-al-mercado-/42234918
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Table 3.6
Responsibility for Functions: Artists versus Gallery
Artist

Gallery

Both

None

Communication about the artist or work

43%

8%

45%

3%

Documentation

42%

21%

26%

12%

Production of works

82%

4%

6%

8%

Packing, shipping and distribution

43%

31%

6%

20%

Invoicing

25%

53%

12%

10%

Import and Export

29%

31%

7%

33%

Legal

40%

13%

8%

39%

Source: ©Arts Economics (2017) with data from Marta Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio (2016)

Although on aggregate, indications are that sales were positive for dealers in 2016, the sector
faces a number of challenges. The evidence from this important research on artists by Marta
Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio suggests a relatively bleak picture for all but a minority of
artists in Spain. This is not a specifically Spanish issue, however, and reporting of the same poor
and precarious economics status of visual artists has been commonplace in many international
studies. Looking at the wider infrastructure of the art market, the strong performance of prices
and sales at the top end continues to motivate artists seeking financial returns. However, the
increasingly narrow group of artists achieving success can also be demotivating, particularly as
it has few measurable links to quality or other objective characteristics.
At a general level, as art is a large and relatively infrequent purchase for collectors, many
new collectors unfamiliar with the market may attempt to reduce the time spent, search and
information costs associated with more traditional forms of connoisseurship and gallery going
by only buying well-recognized works or those by famous artists. In doing so, they reduce
their own risk through reliance on the established preferences of previous successful buyers.
Collectively these risk-reducing techniques tend to reinforce the “superstar phenomenon” in
the art market whereby the works of the most famous artists are demanded the most and
achieve by far the highest prices in the market. The superstar ethos not only polarizes prices,
but can also deprive other artists of the opportunity to work successfully by concentrating
demand on just a few successful artists while emerging artists face ever higher hurdles in
gaining entry. Similarly galleries can also find it more difficult to sell a wider range of works, due
to over-focus on superstar artists, while having collectors all seeking a small and narrow group
of famous artists with a limited supply of works can push the prices of this group to increasingly
high levels, putting them out of reach of many collectors. Dealers, even at the highest end,
recognised this as potentially a major problem in the infrastructure of the sector going forward,
where these smaller galleries play a crucial role. The research on artists in Spain made clear that
those artists that are represented by galleries have a much greater chance of economic success,
and hence those supporting artists at the start of their careers were critical foundations for the
market. The threat to the market’s infrastructure goes even further back however, arising from
the lack of support for artists themselves, including housing and other financial supports to
help them even get to the gallery stage.
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AUCTION SALES
In 2016, there were at least 120 auction houses selling fine art, decorative art, antiques and
collectibles in Spain. Within the auction sector, however, there is a core of around 50 auction
houses centred in major cities such as Madrid and Barcelona that have regular schedules of
auctions that focus primarily on fine and decorative art and antiques, or conduct private sales
via offices in these cities.
As noted in Chapter 2, the auction sector is considerably smaller than the dealer sector in Spain,
with auction sales in 2016 estimated to account for around 20% of the total art market by
value. This share has ranged from as high as 30% in 2005 to a low of just 17% in 2009.
In 2016, sales in the sector were estimated to have reached a total of €74.9 million (including
public auction, online and private sales), down 10% year-on-year, but relatively stable on the
level of sales in 2014. The market declined substantially in the period from 2007 through 2009,
both due to the fallout from the global financial crisis and the exit of Christie’s from the Spanish
market. Christie’s had held auction sales in Madrid up to 2008 and accounted for a share of
at least 15% of total sales in the market in most years. Although the market recovered well in
2010, sales since then have been mixed, and total estimated values in the sector in Spain have
declined by 37% since 2006. Arts Economics surveyed the top 50 auction houses in Spain in
2016 and views varied regarding 2017. Around 60% of respondents were optimistic that their
sales would be the same or higher in the coming year, while 40% predicted that they would
be a little lower.
Figure 4.1
Sales by Auction Houses in Spain 2006 - 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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Most auction houses in Spain sell a variety of art and antiques, and many hold regular sales
which mix categories of art within the same sale or sales period. According to the survey, the
average share of fine art in terms of the total value of annual sales was just over 35% versus 65%
decorative art and antiques. This high share is due to a much greater volume of decorative arts
and antiques, and the highest prices achieved in the sector tend to still be in the fine art sectors.
However, the division of value is a significant contrast to top-tier auction houses in the global
market where fine art dominates, accounting for up to 70% of sales by value in recent years.
While sales declined in 2016, a majority of auction houses remained relatively profitable. While
20% of those surveyed had net profit margins of 10% or less (versus 43% of respondents in
the equivalent dealer sector survey), the remaining 80% reported margins of between 10%
and 30%, with the majority of those between 20% and 30%. However while there was a small
share (5%) of global second-tier auction houses with profits greater than 30% (as well as 8%
of dealers in Spain), none of the Spanish auction businesses reported margins at or above that
level.
Although there was a wide variation between businesses, the majority (60%) of auction houses
in Spain reported that the most profitable segment of sales for their businesses in 2016 had
been works that sold for less than $1,000, while a further 20% reported that the price segment
between $1,000 and $5,000 had been the most profitable.
SALES CHANNELS AND CONSIGNMENTS
According to the survey (which included only those houses currently regularly conducting
traditional, public auctions within Spain), around 89% of the value of their sales in 2016 was
from traditional sales via public auction. The remaining 11% was divided between private and
online sales. Private sales averaged 5%, which was below the average for second-tier auction
houses globally in 2016 (at 8%) and significantly below top-tier global houses (16%).
Figure 4.2
Share of Spanish Auction Sales by Sales Channel in 2016

Private sales 5%

Online 6%
Public auction 89%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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At 6%, online sales in Spain were significantly less than the share reported globally for secondtier auction houses in 2016 (at 17%), however, some working in the sector in Spain felt that
e-commerce represented a key growth area for the future and one that could considerably
alter the auction sector in Spain. The share of online sales also varied considerably between
auction houses, ranging from several houses that conducted no online sales during the year to
those where e-commerce represented 20% or more of their business. Some noted that the rise
of online sales was transforming the auction market and required rapid changes in business
models and organisation, with those embracing the changes likely to be the most successful in
reaping their potential gains.
For those currently making sales online, 25% of those sales by value were to new buyers who
had never been to their auctions or salesrooms or had personal contact in any way with the
company prior to the sale, 26% were to regular online buyers with whom they had no other
direct contact, and the remaining 49% were regular buyers who had bought offline previously
or had some form of direct contact with the business in the past. Auction experts noted that in
order to gain new buyers in the online sector, presentation was critical, particularly the necessity
for very clear condition reports, images and information prior to a sale. The presentation of
catalogues and auction previews generally was an area in which some felt that the sector in
Spain had lagged its international counterparts, but was improving. Some houses were also
using third-party platforms such as Invaluable to access new buyers. In 2016 there was 33
Spanish houses listed on Invaluable although a much smaller portion with active sales at any
point in time.
Like most other art markets globally, sales in the online sector in Spain remain mostly at lower
price points, with those houses conducting regular sales reporting that these were nearly all
below €10,000, and often averaged around €5,000. Despite its growth, experts in the sector
did not think that e-commerce would displace offline sales, and felt that the traditional auction
event was still of central importance in the sector. While most predicted that traditional auctions
would continue to be the main sales channel for sales in excess of €10,000, some forecast that
online sales would be a key driver for the large volume of lower priced works.
Auction houses in Spain tend to sell a high volume of items, with the average number of lots
sold in 2016 being over 4,000 lots. However accessing high quality supply remains a challenge,
as it is in the dealer sector. In 2016, auction houses reported that just under half (46%) of their
consignments came from private collectors with a further 25% from estates. This is roughly on
par with their global counterparts (with an average for these two sources of consignments at
73% in the second-tier sector globally in 2016). Consignments from the art trade accounted for
a further 20% (with the majority from dealers), and the remaining 9% were from companies
and institutions.
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Figure 4.3
Sources of Supply: Share of Auction House Sales in 2016

Other auctions 6%
Private collectors 46%

Institutions/companies 9%

Dealers 14%

Estates 25%
Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

BUYERS IN THE AUCTION SECTOR
In 2016, according to the survey, auction houses in Spain dealt with around 200 buyers on
average. This was down on the buyer numbers reported in 2013 (with a median of 300), and
also significantly less than their global counterparts in the second-tier (with a median in 2016
of 600 and an average of over 2,000).
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Figure 4.4
Share of Sales from Buyers by Purchase History in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Sales to private individuals dominated the auction sector in Spain in 2016. On average, 61% of
sales in 2016 were to private individuals (versus 54% in the global second-tier auction sector),
and a further 16% to interior designers. According to this sample, the reported share of sales to
museums at 22% was significantly higher than the dealer sector at 6% (and also much higher
than the 12% share for global second-tier houses). Most of those sales were to international
institutions, with only 1% to museums in Spain.
There was a considerable variation in the share of sales made to local Spanish buyers versus
international buyers, with the latter ranging from 10% to 90%. On average overall however,
the shares were balanced at 50:50, which shows a considerably greater share of international
sales than their dealer counterparts in Spain (at just 37%). The most common nationalities for
overseas buyers reported by the auction houses in 2016 were buyers from other parts of Europe
(most notably France, Germany and the UK) and from the US.
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Figure 4.5
Market Share of Auction Sales by Buyer Group in 2016
Other art market professionals 1%
National museums 1%

International museums 21%

Private collectors 61%

Interior designers 16%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Buyers in the auction sector in Spain generally paid within a reasonable period, with all
respondents reporting that invoices were paid in less than two months (including 20%
reporting that the average was less than 1 week). This relatively short payment cycle is likely to
have contributed to a low debt requirement for some businesses, and this was reflected in low
leverage in the sector, with all businesses reporting holding debt ratios in 2016 of 10% or less.
Again, as noted in Chapter 2, while this may be positive and indicate low financial risk, the low
level of leverage may also be somewhat indicative of a lack of access to financing, which may
Private collectors 61%
detract from some businesses ability to grow or restructure.
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publicly sharing full results. However some interesting findings can be gleaned from data
gathered on the fine art auction market, particularly when contrasted with sales in this sector
worldwide and in the dealer sector in Spain.1
One of the key features of the Spanish auction sector is that it is a relatively lower priced
market. In common with the distribution of prices in most auction markets worldwide, the
bulk of the volume of sales in Spain take place at lower prices. In 2016, in the fine art auction
market, nearly half of the sales transacted were at prices of less than $1,000 (versus 44%
worldwide). 97% of the lots sold were for less than $50,000, with only a tiny fraction (less than
a half of 1%) sold at prices greater than $250,000.

1. The primary source used for fine art auction data is Collectrium, which gathers audited fine art auction data on the
largest auction houses in Spain. Some historical data comes from the previous two reports by Arts Economics on the
Spanish Art Market (The Spanish Art Market in 2012 and The Spanish Art Market in 2014).
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However in global markets, while the share of the total volume of lots sold for less than $50,000
was equally high at 94%, these lower value lots made up only a small portion of the market’s
total value at 13%, with those in excess of $50,000 accounting for 87% of sales values. In the
Spanish market on the other hand, lots sold for less than $50,000 accounted for 54% of total
sales values, with the highest individual segment by value being prices between $5,000 and
$50,0000 (versus globally, where the segment between $1 million and $5 million accounted
for the greatest value). Only 7% of the value of the Spanish fine art auction market in 2016
came from sales priced in excess of $250,000, whereas in the global fine art auction market this
segment accounted for a much greater share at 67%.
Figure 4.6
Share of Lots Sold and Total Value at Spanish Fine Art Auctions in 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Collectrium

Within the fine art auction market in Spain in 2016, the highest average prices were achieved
in the Post War and Contemporary sector, with an average price of €24,390, which was close
to 80% of the EU average. This figure was very skewed by a small number of highly priced
works, and the median price in the sector was only €750. It is also worth noting that within
this sector, works by living artists had a much lower average price at just €2,555, just less than
10% of the EU average.
The second highest averages were in the Old Master sector, where prices were close to 60%
of the EU average. The median price in this sector was much closer to the average (at €7,155),
indicating a less skewed distribution of prices, and a much higher mid-point than the Post War
and Contemporary market.
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Figure 4.7
Average and Median Fine Art Auction Prices by Sector in 2016
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Despite a few higher priced sales during the year from artists such a Miquel Barceló and
Antonio Tàpies, the Post War and Contemporary sector is weaker in Spain relative to the global
auction market. However, in 2016, it was still the largest sector by value, accounting for 45%
of sales in fine art auction market (and just 20% of the number of transactions). This increased
considerably from a reported 33% in 2013, however, it was still a much lower share than the
share of Post War and Contemporary art sales globally in 2016, at 52%.
The share of living artists at auction in Spain accounted for only 2% of fine art auction sales
values, which is again considerably less than the 21%, share globally. Living artists’ works
made up only 5% of the value of sales of Post War and Contemporary art at auction in Spain,
which is a much smaller share than in the EU or worldwide, where they accounted for at least
40% by value in 2016. However, the situation is very different by volume, with living artists
making up just over half of the number of lots sold at auction in the Spanish Post War and
Contemporary sector, on par with global shares. This indicates again, a sector with low average
prices in general, with only artists such as Miquel Barceló and Manolo Valdés achieving prices at
or above €50,000. Even for both of these leading examples, the bulk of the value of their sales
at auction is outside Spain. In 2016, just 8% of the value of sales of Miquel Barceló’s works at
auction took place in Spain and an even smaller 2% for Manolo Valdés. While Barceló’s works
have fetched prices of over €4 million in past auctions outside Spain, since Christie’s cessation of
public sales in Spain in 2007, auction prices for the artist within the country have not exceeded
€200,000.
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For other artists with less established auction histories, prices are significantly lower. Many dealers
commented on the problem of auction houses setting prices for Contemporary (and Modern)
artists at very low prices, out of kilter with what the gallery may be charging, and often up to
one fifth of their market prices are in the private sector. Some say that the problem is often based
around the lack of a solid track record at auction for these artists, if any, from which to base
their estimates on. Dealers reported that despite this, the auction houses did not interact with
galleries to try to establish the most accurate valuation, and instead attached a very low price in
order to generate a sale. Some galleries felt that these tactics were potentially damaging to artist’s
careers and added to the perception of a generally unprofessional context in the sector. Dealers
noted that when collectors saw Contemporary artists in these sales at very low prices, it was then
difficult for dealers to promote these artists at more appropriate prices.
Some experts from both the auction and dealer sector felt that the lower prices were also
due to poor selection and presentation of the works at auction, as well as a lack of specific
expertise, marketing and differentiation at the more sectoral level. While the larger auction
houses in global markets separate sales into distinct sectors and regions with their own specific
experts, specialists and marketing and promotion strategies, there is a tendency in Spain for
auction houses to act as “generalistas” and not to separate Post War and Contemporary from
other fine art sectors (and in some instances other decorative art, jewellery and antiques) which
meant that marketing of this specific sector was relatively very weak. Some experts from the
auction sector also noted that market was becoming increasingly split into low cost, local lots
versus luxury, international items, and that the very mixed sale approach did not capitalise on
that trend, and could hamper the success of auction houses in future that continued to merge
categories in their sales.
Figure 4.8
Share of Sales of Works by Living versus Deceased Post War and Contemporary Artists in 2016
a. By Value
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b. By Volume
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In 2016, the share of sales by value of the Modern sector was roughly on par with global
averages, however, in Spain, this appears to be driven by a high volume of lots sold, with a
much greater share of volume (at 38% of the total) than value. This sector increased its share
of total sales on 2013, rising nine percentage points from just 16% by value to 25%.
Old Masters accounted for a larger share of value in Spain than globally at auction, with 18%
of total fine art auction sales (versus 13% globally). While the bulk of sales by value for some of
the most well known Spanish Old Master painters such as Francisco de Goya, Diego Velázquez
and El Greco were outside Spain, there are some artists in this sector with very substantial
internal markets in recent years (for example Luis de Morales in 2016).
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Figure 4.9
Fine Art Auction Share of Sales by Sector
a. Fine Art Sales by Value
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Collectrium
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SALES BY SPANISH ARTISTS
In nearly all markets around the world there is a substantial domestic bias at auction, with
national markets selling a relatively high portion of their own national artists. This is also true
of sales in Spain, with Spanish artists accounting for an estimated 80% of fine art auction sales
by value in 2016.
Commonly, an artist’s home market usually accounts for the greatest share of their global sales
by value. This is not the case for Spanish artists, however, and from 2014 through 2016 less
than 5% of the total value of auction sales of Spanish artists worldwide have taken place in
Spain.
Table 4.1 shows some of the highest grossing Spanish artists at auction in 2016. Based on data
compiled on their sales worldwide, for some of the major artists such as Picasso, Miró and Dalí,
sales within Spain accounted for 1% or less of total worldwide sales values in 2016. Picasso
had individual sales in multi-million dollar price range outside Spain in 2016, including Femme
Assise at Sotheby’s in London for close to $64 million. However the highest price in Spain
during the year was just under $20,000 (hammer price) for Petit Buste de Femme at Segre.
Even for Contemporary artists such as Barceló, while his work Pinassi sold for $2.3 million
(with premium) at Christie’s in London, the highest price achieved in Spain during the year was
$68,292 (Figues Esbravades at Fernando Duran in Madrid).
An analysis of sales by these artists ten years previously in 2006 shows a similar picture for some
of the top artists, with Picasso, Miró and Dalí having just less than 1% of the value of their sales
in Spain. But for many of the other artists on the list, their share of sales within Spain has fallen
significantly in the ten-year period from 2006. For example, in 2006, 32% of auction sales by
Barceló were in Spain, but this fell to just 8% in 2016, while those by Tàpies dropped over seven
percentage points in share. Although shares fluctuate year-to year, this indicates to some extent
that the drain of higher value sales at auction from the Spanish market to global auctions has
intensified rather than improved over the ten year period.
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Table 4.1
Top Selling Spanish Artists Worldwide at Auction in 2016

Artist

Sales ($m)
2016

Share of
Value in
Spain 2016

Share of
Value in
Spain 2006

Sales 2016
(lots)

Pablo Picasso

Share of
Lots Spain
2016

$277.13

0.1%

0.1%

3,103

2%

Joan Miró

$36.26

0.2%

0.6%

1,273

2%

Salvador Dalí

$18.29

1.3%

0.7%

1,567

3%

Julio González

$5.95

7.7%

2.4%

16

6%

Antoni Tàpies

$4.30

3.5%

10.6%

300

9%

Manolo Valdés

$3.24

1.8%

23.6%

50

52%

Miquel Barceló

$2.56

7.6%

31.8%

23

39%

Eduardo Chillida

$1.99

3.8%

4.5%

173

10%

Manolo Millares

$1.94

2.7%

26.0%

15

67%

Joaquín Sorolla y Bastida

$1.92

60.0%

7.0%

13

77%

Óscar Domínguez

$1.74

5.3%

24.6%

61

13%

Fernando Zóbel

$1.69

13.8%

100.0%

55

44%

Pablo Gargallo

$1.53

3.7%

10.7%

6

17%

Antonio Saura

$1.04

7.2%

45.3%

76

42%

José de Ribera

$0.91

0%

2.7%

14

0%

Juan Muñoz

$0.90

0%

5.3%

7

0%

Francisco de Goya

$0.87

3.4%

0.1%

178

17%

Baltasar Lobo

$0.63

2.2%

8.3%

12

8%

Alejandro de Loarte

$0.39

0%

0%

1

0%

Antoni Gaudí

$0.38

0.5%

0%

6

17%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Collectrium and various auction houses

Table 4.2 shows a selection of the top selling Spanish artists within Spain at auction based on
published results from some of the major auction houses. Some of these artists have a much
bigger presence in Spain, but, as is evident in the table, this is for the most part based on a
much smaller total value of sales (and a relatively small number of lots in most cases).
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Table 4.2
Top Selling Spanish Artists in Spain at Auction in 2016
Share of Value
in Spain

Sales (lots)

Share of Lots
in Spain

$1,149,078

60.0%

10

76.9%

Julio Romero de Torres

$534,247

96.2%

8

88.9%

Julio González

$460,887

7.7%

1

6.3%

Artist

Sales ($) 2016

Joaquín Sorolla y Bastida

Salvador Dalí

$235,756

1.3%

40

2.6%

Fernando Zóbel

$233,315

13.8%

24

43.6%

Luis de Morales

$232,005

96.6%

2

66.7%

Miquel Barceló

$195,236

7.6%

9

39.1%

Antoni Tàpies

$149,394

3.5%

27

9.0%

Pablo Picasso

$148,452

0.1%

52

1.7%

Joaquín Mir Trinxet

$108,938

100.0%

10

100.0%

Óscar Domínguez

$93,287

5.3%

8

13.1%

Juan Luna y Novicio

$89,488

85.3%

11

84.6%

Antonio Saura

$75,569

7.2%

32

42.1%

Eduardo Chillida

$75,349

3.8%

18

10.4%

Juan Barjola

$69,125

100.0%

12

100.0%

Juan Bautista Porcar

$66,196

100.0%

30

100.0%

Manolo Valdés

$59,221

1.8%

26

52.0%

Pablo Gargallo

$57,348

3.7%

1

16.7%

Joan Miró

$56,714

0.2%

24

1.9%

Manolo Millares

$53,233

2.7%

10

66.7%

Martín Rico Ortega

$43,254

20.1%

3

27.3%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Collectrium and various auction houses

It is interesting to compare the top grossing Spanish artists at auction with those in the exhibition
sector. Table 4.3 shows the top 20 artists in 2016 and 2006 based on their exhibition ranking
by database Artfacts.net.2 It is interesting to note from this that while living artists make up a
tiny share of the fine art auction market (and there were only two living artists in the top 20
grossing Spanish artists worldwide at auction in 2016), they are a much stronger feature in the
exhibition sector. In 2016, a majority of 13 of the top 20 artists by exhibition rank were living
Spanish artists. The table also shows that while there are certain artists that have remained
at the top of the exhibition rankings over ten years, there is considerably more dynamism in
this area than at auction, with six new entries in the top 20 in ten years. In the top 20 living
artists by exhibition rank, there was even greater movement, with only seven artists remaining
consistently on the top 20 lists between the two periods.

2. ArtFacts monitors over 500,000 artists providing each with an algorithmically calculated rank, derived from basket
of quantified criteria such as gallery representation, collecting institutions, institution type and international reach.
The ranking process uses mathematical criteria that accords greater weight to some exhibitions than to others based
upon subsets of metadata. This allows the quality of the exhibition, and a range of other factors related to the artist’s
influence and international reach to be factored into the ranking, rather than depending solely on the number of
exhibitions.
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Overall therefore, while living artists are a critical part of the gallery and exhibition sector in
Spain and globally, they are less important in the auction sector, which concentrates on more
established artists, even in the Post War and Contemporary sector.
Table 4.3
Top 20 Artists by Exhibition Rank (Number of Solo Shows)
2016

No.

2006

No.

1

Pablo Picasso

89

Pablo Picasso

175

2

Joan Miró

38

Joan Miró

73

3

Antoni Tàpies

37

Salvador Dalí

45

4

Salvador Dalí

22

Antoni Tàpies

66

5

Santiago Sierra

23

Santiago Sierra

24

6

Dora García

17

Juan Muñoz

19

7

Antoni Muntadas

13

Antoni Muntadas

37

8

Ignasi Aballí

13

Eduardo Chillida

33

9

Eduardo Chillida

22

Jaume Plensa

28

10

Juan Muñoz

9

Juan Gris

17

11

Jaume Plensa

12

Alicia Framis

16

12

Lara Almárcegui

11

Miquel Barceló

14

13

Cristina Lucas

8

Juan Uslé

13

14

Miquel Barceló

8

Antonio Saura

22

15

Joan Fontcuberta

12

Miguel Rio Branco

17

16

Jordi Colomer

7

Joan Fontcuberta

22

17

Antonio Saura

17

Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle

11

18

Ignacio Uriarte

9

Eulàlia Valldosera

19

Juan Uslé

4

Cristina Iglesias

13

20

Fernando Sánchez Castillo

5

Dora García

13

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Artfacts.net
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ECONOMIC IMPACT AND CONCLUSIONS

The art market, with sales of a conservatively estimated €385 million in 2016, is small in
size relative to other industries in Spain, however it makes an important contribution to the
economy, adding high value jobs, revenues and fiscal contributions, as well as developing and
nurturing highly specialised skills and knowledge throughout the sector.
EMPLOYMENT IN THE ART MARKET
It is estimated that there were around 2,965 businesses operating in the Spanish art market
in 2016, most of which were small businesses in terms of employees and turnover.1 These
businesses were estimated to support at least 10,545 jobs in galleries and auction houses,
which has increased by 4% on the numbers reported for 2013. Besides those employed in
the art trade itself, a further 6,200 are estimated to be employed in support services to the art
market, with a at least 34,775 also in art fairs, museums and as artists, all of which are linked
to the art market.
EMPLOYMENT IN THE DEALERS’ SECTOR
In 2016, there was an estimated 2,845 businesses working in the Spanish dealer and gallery
sector selling fine art, decorative art, antiques and collectibles and employing 9,105 people.
These businesses were nearly exclusively small businesses, with 43% of those responding to the
survey of the 650 core businesses in the sector being sole traders or partnerships of just two
people, while only 2% employed ten or more people.
The average number employed in each business was three people (stable on the numbers
reported in 2013), which is just less than half of the average in the dealer sector globally
at seven in 2016. The average numbers employed tended to rise with increasing turnover
levels: for those dealers with turnover of less than €500,000 annually, the average number
employed was two people, versus five for those in excess of this level. There was no significant
or consistent differences in the averages between sectors, although the largest businesses (in
excess of ten people) were in the Contemporary market.
The majority (68%) of businesses in the sector reported that they had kept the numbers
employed stable year-on-year, 26% had increased the numbers employed (on average by one
person), and the remaining 6% had seen a drop in numbers (again on average by one person).
The gender balance in the wider Spanish labour force is skewed towards male participation,
with 45% of all those 15 years and over employed at the end of 2016 being female, on par
with the EU average at 46% in 2016. In the Spanish dealer sector on the other hand, there is a
higher level of female employment, with an average share of 57% females and 43% males in
2016. The share of female employment has also risen slightly since 2013 (from 55%).

1. Europa defines a small business in Europe as one with sales turnover of less than €10 million and total employees of
50 or less.
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The survey showed that the rate of female employment is particularly high in younger age
groups within the sector, with a 66% share for those aged between 15 and 39 years (which is
on par with the global average for dealers in this age group). The share of female employment
drops to just 46% in the middle segment of 40 to 64 years, before rising again in the 65 plus
segment. Although there is a significant decline globally for dealers in the middle age segment
of 40 to 64 years, the decline in Spain is more marked, with women becoming a minority in
this segment. However, this share is still on par with the wider labour force, indicating that
the pressures of travel and running or working in a gallery have not particularly deterred more
women from the industry versus others in Spain.
Figure 5.1
Share of Female Employment by Age Level in 2016
15 to 39 years

70%

66%

65%

66%

40 to 64 years
65 years or more

60%
51%

50%

46%

45%

47%

45%

43%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Spanish dealers

Global dealers

Spanish labour force

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

In terms of the age structure there is a relatively higher proportion of older workers in the
art market than in the wider labour force, both in Spain and globally. In 2016, 6% of those
employed in the dealer sector were aged 65 years or over, versus an average of just 1% in the
wider Spanish workforce (and 2% in the EU). At the other end of the spectrum, there is also
a greater share of younger workers, with 8% more people working in the dealer sector aged
between 15 and 39 years than in the wider workforce, although Spain has a lower share in this
age group than the global average for the dealer sector in 2016.
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Figure 5.2
Employment Share by Age Group in 2016
100%

1%
6%

7%

46%

37%

15 to 39 years
40 to 64 years
65 years or more

80%

58%

60%

40%
49%

56%
41%

20%

0%

Dealers in Spain

Global dealers

Spanish labour force

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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Most workers (80%) in the dealer sector in Spain had permanent employment status, with
just 20% in flexible or temporary contracts. While higher than the average in the EU labour
force, the rate of temporary workers in the sector is less than the average in Spain, which had
a relatively high share of temporary employment in 2016 at 26%.2
Those working in temporary contracts in the dealer sector were also much less likely to be
working full-time, with a share of just 33% in full-time positions (versus 65% full-time for those
in permanent positions). Overall, the rate of part-time employment in the dealer sector in Spain
was 41% which was considerably higher than the rate of 28% reported for the sector in 2013.
It is also more than twice the level of part-time employment in Spain in 2016 at 15%.3
Employment in the art market in general tends to be based around highly skilled, knowledgeintense jobs, with a very high level of university graduates in most regions around the
world. Those working in the dealer sector globally have proved to have consistently higher
levels of education and qualifications than the general labour force over time. In Spain
in 2016, 69% of those employed in the dealer sector had university or higher third level
qualifications versus an average of 43% in the wider Spanish workforce and just 34% in
the EU. The average for dealers was also brought down by a minority of businesses (17%)
where none of the staff had third level qualifications, and the median level was higher at
86%, with almost half of those responding reporting that everyone in their business had
third level degrees.

2. It is important to note also that while some workers choose to work in temporary positions, according to data
compiled in the European Labour Force Survey, 91% of those in temporary contracts in Spain choose these as they
could not find an alternative permanent job (versus 62% of those in similar contracts in the EU on average).
3. Spain’s rate of part-time employment is lower than the EU average in 2016 of 20%, however the majority (62%)
of those working part-time in Spain due to a lack of alternative full-time jobs, versus just 28% in the EU (with the
remainder choosing the status for other reasons such as looking after children or other personal responsibilities).
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EMPLOYMENT IN THE AUCTION SECTOR
In 2016, there was around 120 businesses operating in the auction sector in Spain which
regularly or occasionally sold fine and decorative art and antiques, with around 50 businesses
concentrating on the sector exclusively. It is estimated that the sector employed around 1,440
people, and like the dealer sector, most were small or medium sized businesses. The average
number employed per business in 2016 according to the survey results was 12 people (up
slightly from ten reported in 2013) but this ranged from around five to over 30 people. The
majority of businesses (67%) maintained a stable number of employees in 2016, with one third
seeing an increase in numbers, on average by one person.
The auction sector was relatively gender balanced with a slightly higher share of female
employment at 52%. The average level of female employment increased in share from 2013
when the survey indicated just 43% of those working in the sector were women. The gender
balance in the sector in Spain in 2016 was on par with global averages for second tier auctions
(at 54%) and higher than the aggregate level in the Spanish labour force.
There is an older age profile, on average, in the auction sector in Spain than in the dealer sector,
with only 29% of those employed aged between 15 to 39 years, and the majority in the middle
age group of 40 to 64 years. The gender profiles within these age brackets differ considerably
also: in the youngest age bracket between 15 and 39 years, female employment dominates
with a share of 78%, whereas this drops to just 40% in the larger age bracket between 40 and
64 years. The breakdown in the bracket over 65 years is gender balanced.
Like dealers, those working in the auction sector in Spain have a high level of educational
qualifications, with 59% having third level degrees, 2% higher than the global average for
second-tier houses, and again, considerably higher than the wider labour force in Spain.
Figure 5.3
Age Profile of Employment in the Auction Sector

40 to 64 years 66%

65 years or more 5%

15 to 39 years 29%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)
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OTHER CULTURAL EMPLOYMENT
Although this report focuses on the art trade (and the employment generated in galleries
and auction houses), there are other key sources of employment that are supported by the
market. Art fairs support at least 600 people in administrative, support and executive roles, as
well event-based casual employees. The museum sector in Spain is also an important source
of jobs. Although employment statistics for the museum sector are only available with a lag of
two years, according the latest statistics published by the Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y
Deporte which apply to the start of 2015, there was 13,902 people working in the museums
in Spain, up marginally on the 13,880 reported in 2013, and an increase of over 190 jobs since
2008. This increase in jobs came despite a decline in the number of museums: there were 1,522
museums in Spain at the start of 2015 (70% of which were public institutions), down from
1,529 reported in 2013 (and from 1,560 in 2008). These job increases have also come despite a
consistent decline in public funding to the museum sector, with government subsidies reduced
by 49% from 2008 to 2014. Although there was a rise of 8% in 2015, funding is still down
45% on 2008.
It is estimated that just under half (48%) of those employed in the museum sector are employed
in art museums or roughly 6,675 people.
Figure 5.4
Number of Employees and Government Funding of Museum Sector in Spain
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte
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Museums not only add employment to cultural sector in Spain (and are important buyers in the
art market), but they also have a hugely important economic impact in terms of the number
of visitors they attract as a crucial part of Spain’s cultural tourism. The latest published statistics
from the Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte state that there were 58.5 million visitors
to museums in 2014, with the majority of those (57%) specifically attending art museums (that
is, those with collections of fine art, decorative art, contemporary art and archaeology). It can
be estimated that in 2016 there was close to 32 million visitors to art museums in Spain, up
34% in number in the ten years since 2006.4
Figure 5.5
Visitors to Museums in Spain
a. Share of Total Visitors by Museum Type
Archaelogical 10%
Other 22%

Contemporary art 18%

History 10%

Decorative arts 1%

General 8%
Fine arts 27%

Ethnography and anthropology 4%

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte
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b. Number of Visitors to Art Museums in Spain
Million Visitors
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data from Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte

The art market also directly supports artists in employment, through the sale of their work
and management of their careers. Although the population of artists is poorly measured in
Census data, the number of artists in Spain working solely or partially as professional artists is
conservatively estimated in the region of 27,500 (from a total of 64,000 employed in the wider
category of creative and interpretive artists in Spain in 2016). The number of artists in Spain
has tended to rise over time, despite some of the poor prospects and winner-take-all markets
described in Chapter 3. The number of graduates from third level art colleges is growing rapidly,
with the number of students enrolled and completing studies in art and design more than
doubling in the period between 2008 and 2015 (from 5,425 to 11,150). Although many of
these students may pursue alternative careers, given at least some will progress to become
artists, this indicates an area of substantial growth in employment despite their uncertain
economic returns.
The estimates for artists and those working in the art-based museum sector and art fairs potentially
adds another 34,775 jobs to the economy in industries directly connected to and reliant on the
art market.
ANCILLARY IMPACT
Apart from the jobs generated directly in galleries and auction houses in Spain, the art market
also creates substantial revenues and supports employment in a range of ancillary and support
services. Many of these jobs are in niche industries that are highly skilled and specialised and
would not exist without the art trade.
In 2016, it is estimated that the art trade in Spain spent €205 million on a range of ancillary
services, up nearly 33% in five years. The largest area of spending, despite only being accounted
for by dealers, was on art fairs, estimated at close to €72 million on aggregate. Spending at
art fairs increased by nearly 80% on figures reported in 2011, with its share of total ancillary
expenditure increasing 9% over the five-year period. It is interesting to note, however, that
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the returns generated from art fairs for dealers, on aggregate, have been relatively stable,
increasing only marginally in the period (by around 2%). In 2011, costs to exhibit at art fairs
were just under €40 million with sales generated estimated at just under €70 million. In 2016,
based on averages reported in the survey, sales at fairs rose to €127 million but at the higher
cost noted, meaning imputed returns were up only 2% (from 75% to 77%). It is important
to note also that sales and costs from art fairs are not distributed evenly among dealers, with
estimates based on averages only revealing aggregate trends. Some businesses may have made
very little returns on their investment in fairs, while others are likely to have undoubtedly done
very well.5 What it does show overall is that while sales at art fairs have increased, the benefits
to dealers have come alongside significantly rising costs to their businesses.
Costs of packing and shipping also rose significantly over five years and were the second highest
element of ancillary expenditure for the art trade, reflecting, in part, the increasing international
focus of many dealer (and auction) sales in recent years. It is interesting to note also that
advertising and marketing showed one of the biggest declines over the period, dropping in share
of total ancillary expenditure by 14%, and in value by 42%. This decline in spending was matched
in an identical magnitude by an increase in spending on IT (including internal IT, expenditure on
websites and spending on third party platforms). This may indicate that some businesses are
improving their online presence and infrastructures to access buyers more directly rather than
through the more indirect, traditional channels of advertising and marketing.
In total, the ancillary revenues generated by the art trade helped to support over 6,200 further
jobs in these industries in 2016, further magnifying the effect of the art trade on the economy.
Figure 5.6
Spending by the Spanish Art Trade on Ancillary Services in 2016
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Insurance and security 9%

Art fairs 35%

Hospitality and travel
10%

Third-party online 3%

IT 8%
Packing and shipping 13%
Advertising/marketing 11%
Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

5. Sales in the art market in Spain are also estimated very conservatively in this report which may underestimate sales at
fairs versus their costs, and hence their returns.
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Table 5.1
Spending on Ancillary Services by the Spanish Art Trade 2016 versus 2011
2016
(€ Million)

2011
(€ Million)

Change
2011-16

Share
2016

Share
2011

Change
in Share

Advertising/marketing

€22.6

€38.8

–42%

11%

25%

–14%

Art fairs

€71.8

€39.9

80%

35%

26%

9%

Conservation and restoration

€8.8

€5.4

63%

4%

3%

1%

Insurance and security

€17.7

€12.5

42%

9%

8%

1%

Packing and shipping

€25.6

€15.0

71%

12%

10%

3%

Hospitality and travel

€20.2

€13.4

51%

10%

9%

1%

Professional fees

€14.1

€11.7

21%

7%

8%

–1%

IT

€24.2

€17.0

42%

12%

11%

1%

€204.9

€153.7

33%

100%

100%

0%

TOTAL
Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

FISCAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The Spanish art trade also makes a significant contribution to the Spanish economy through
the taxes and levies it pays to the government on sales, incomes, profits and trade. Table 5.2
presents a conservative estimate of the total tax revenue generated by galleries and auction
houses in 2016. The basic assumptions used in estimating the fiscal contribution include:
1. Corporation taxes: The standard rate of corporation tax in Spain is 20% (down from 30%
in 2013). An average profit rate is applied at 20% for dealers and 26% for auction houses.
Applying this rate to both auction and dealer data, gives an estimated €20.4 million in
corporate taxes in 2016.
2. Income taxes: Using an average salary for Spanish services (as reported in the Eurostat
Structure of Earnings Survey) and applying the sliding scale of Spanish income taxes
applicable to this salary in 2016 (from 0% to 30%), gives an estimate of total income taxes
and contributions for the art trade of €112.5 million.
3. VAT on Sales: This assumes that all auction houses and around 50% of dealers use the
margin scheme for VAT (where the full rate is paid on the margin).6 Assuming all businesses
are VAT registered, they can also claim VAT back from government on purchases. To produce
a more reliable estimate therefore, net VAT to government should be gross VAT receipts
less VAT repayable. The sales VAT received by the government equates to around 60% of
amount due based on total sales figures. To account for repaid VAT, the total for VAT used is
60% of gross receipts on sales from the art trade or €31.2 million.
4. Import VAT: Import VAT was applied to extra-EU imports at the rate of 10% applicable in
2016, giving at total of €6 million.

6. In 2013, it was assumed only 20% of dealers used the scheme. If this same assumption was used, the total
contribution from net VAT would be higher at €35.3 million.
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5. Export Taxes: As a rough estimate of export taxes paid, the average rate of tax due on
an eligible work of €100,000 exported from Spain to a non-EU destination (16%) was
applied to all exports of antiques more than 100 years and 30% of exports of paintings and
sculpture giving a contribution of €3.1 million in taxes.
The total fiscal contribution under these assumptions from the Spanish art trade in 2016
was therefore a conservatively estimated €173.2 million. Although assumptions and rates of
taxation have changed in different years, the estimated fiscal contribution of the art trade has
shown a steady and consistent increase in recent years, increasing in value by 16% since 2013
and 30% from 2010.
Table 5.2
Fiscal Contribution of the Spanish Art Trade in 2016
Tax

€ Million

Corporation Taxes

€20.4

Income Taxes

€112.5

Net VAT

€31.2

Import VAT

€6.0

Export tax

€3.1

Total Contribution

€173.2

Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

Figure 5.7
Estimated Fiscal Contribution of the Spanish Art Trade 2010 to 2016
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Source: © Arts Economics (2017)

This fiscal contribution outlined above does not include the ancillary and support businesses
used by the art trade. Including those businesses, a further €105 million can be added in
corporation tax, income tax and net VAT on sales.
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Apart from the employment, ancillary and fiscal contributions of the trade, the Spanish art
market also indirectly makes an important economic contribution through adding to the cultural
and historical importance and attractiveness of Spain for visitors. Cultural tourism is one of the
fastest growing sectors of the global tourism market and art, culture and creative industries are
increasingly being used to promote and differentiate destinations for cultural tourists.
The Instituto Nacional de Estadictica in Spain reports that there were 75.4 million tourists
in Spain in 2016, with 85% of those travelling for leisure or holidays. These tourists were
estimated to have spent €77.4 billion, with most of that spending (84%) by those on vacation.
The Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte reports that in the previous year, 2015, 39%
of the Spanish population had attended a museum, exhibition or art gallery in the last year. It is
estimated that 18% of trips made by residents in Spain in 2015 for leisure, recreation or vacation
were initiated mainly for cultural or arts-based motivations (14.3 million trips). In addition an
estimated 7.2 million international tourists visited Spain primarily for cultural reasons (over 12%
of the total number of trips made by international tourists for leisure, recreation or vacations
or over 10% of all international tourism). The travel expenditure by these culturally motivated
tourists in Spain was estimated at close to €7 billion, while for international tourists it was over
€8 billion. These estimates are likely to underestimate the influence of culture on tourism, as
a much larger share of tourists have cultural motivations alongside others, with other studies
suggesting cultural tourism accounts for up to 40% of visits, with cultural tourists consistently
found to be much higher spenders than those motivated by sports, sun holidays and other drivers.
The direct contribution of the travel and tourism industry to Spain’s GDP in 2016 was €57.1
billion or 5.1% of total GDP, and it is expected to continue to rise by at least 3.5% in 2017.
The total contribution of the industry including its indirect and induced impact is a staggering
€158.9 billion or 14.2% of GDP in 2016. This directly supported 862,000 jobs in 2016 (4.7%
of total employment) and indirectly over 1 million (5.2% of total employment), both of which
are expected to rise 3% in 2017.7
In 2016, the number of nights spent in tourist accommodation establishments in the EU reached
more than 2.8 billion, with Spain accounting for the most nights of all member states (at 454
million nights, up 8% compared with 2015, and including 294 million non-resident visitors).8
Tourism is therefore a leading industry in Spain and one the key drivers for growth and jobs in the
economy. The importance of the art market and the institutions in the wider arts infrastructure
in maintaining high-value international and domestic tourism is well documented, and is an
important part of its economic contribution.

7. WTTC (2017) Travel and Tourism Economic Impact Spain 2017. From wttc.org.
8. Eurostat News Release: Tourism in the EU. January 2017.
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CONCLUSIONS
While the Spanish economy grew between 2014 and 2016, unemployment remains a chronic
issue hampering a fuller recovery. However, cultural industries have been among the most
buoyant with regard to job creation, with the arts, entertainment and recreation industry one
of the fastest growing in Spain. In the period from the start of 2008 to the end of 2016, total
employment in the labour force in Spain declined by 10%, while jobs in construction fell 60%
and in manufacturing by 25%. Jobs in the creative and cultural industries on the other hand
rose in the period by 26%. Although they still account for a small share of the total labour force
(at just 2% in 2016), this share doubled in that period versus substantial declines in share in
manufacturing and construction.
Spain’s share of total employment in the EU dropped by 1% from 2008 to 2016 (to 8%),
with the biggest declines in share again in construction and manufacturing. The share of arts,
entertainment and recreation, on the other hand, advanced 1%, and Spain now accounts for
just under 10% of the total jobs in these wider cultural industries in Europe.
An important feature of the art market in the context of job creation and economic growth is
that besides the sales and employment it generates directly in the economy, it also supports
employment in a range of high-value ancillary industries, as well as creating a much wider
positive impact in key sectors such as tourism, which remains a very large and important
contributor to the Spanish economy. Tourism-related industries such as accommodation and
food services were another of the few industries in Spain with a positive trajectory in recent
years, with 12% growth in the period from the start of 2008 to the end of 2016.
Figure 5.8
Growth in Numbers Employed by Industry in Spain (Base = 100 = 2008, Q1)
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After being one of the worst hit by the global financial crisis and the slowest to recover, the
Spanish economy turned a corner between 2014 and 2016. In 2016 the economy grew by
3.2% making it one of the fastest growing in Europe, and significantly outpacing the EU
average, as well as the growth rates in most of the major Western art markets such as the US
(1.6%), UK (2.0%) and France (1.3%).
This recovery has largely been consumer-led and was aided by the increasing influx of tourists,
with an estimated 75 million foreign visitors coming to Spain in 2016, a 10% increase on 2015.
As noted above, Spain also has the highest number of tourist nights in accommodation in
Europe and the highest net receipts from non-resident travellers.
Figure 5.9
Growth in GDP (% Change Year-on-Year)
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However, despite these positive changes and a return to growth, the economy is still beset
with a number of serious issues. While growth in GDP has outpaced other member states
in the last three years, this somewhat reflects the depths to which it fell. Further, growth is
expected to slow somewhat over the next few years, and even at rates in 2016 it was still
markedly below pre-recession levels. Some of the country’s key economic fundamentals – such
as unemployment, productivity and public debt – are all still a major drag on growth and leave
the economy very vulnerable to another external shock.
A key issue remaining in the economy, as noted, is very high unemployment, which although at
its lowest level since 2009 is still above 18% (versus just 8% in 2006). Public debt also remained
at 99% of Spain’s GDP in 2016, having fallen only 1% from 2014 when it exceeded 100%, but
up from 39% in 2006.
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Figure 5.10
Growth in Unemployment
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These dynamics of the economy affect both the levels and distribution of wealth, as well as the
sentiment of individuals in Spain, and hence their buying and selling plans in the art market
and other industries. While some economic indicators have improved, the effects on wealth
and how these changes will trickle down to the art market is less clear. Aggregate wealth in
Spain has increased by 7% between 2006 and 2016, however wealth per adult has declined by
1% (versus a rise in Europe and worldwide in the same period of 28% and 21% respectively). 9
Sales and prices at the higher end of the art market are driven to a large extent by the market
participation of high net worth and upper income collectors. Although they account for just
over 1% of the population, Spain has a significant number of millionaires, with an estimated
386,000 in 2016, the 12th largest region worldwide in terms of millionaire population, and
including at least 21 billionaires. The country also has a significant portion of its population
with wealth in excess of $100,000, accounting for 26% of the total adults in Spain in 2016.
However, despite the economic improvement, the number of millionaires in Spain dropped
significantly from 2014 to 2016 (from an estimated 465,000 in 2014 and 25 billionaires). Those
with wealth in excess of $100,000 also fell 16% in number and their share of the population
declined six percentage points (from 32% in 2014).
These dynamics coupled with a difficult and uncertain year politically in Spain meant that
Spanish buyers in the art market remained cautious, and the market’s recovery, although
positive, was still relatively mild, fragile, and highly reliant on external demand.

9. Data on wealth is from Credit Suisse’s Global Wealth Databooks (various years) which measure worldwide wealth
in US dollars, and year-on-year changes are reported using constant exchange rates. It is worth noting that this fall
in wealth per adult is measured in US dollars using current exchange rates was more significant at 16% in Spain.
Aggregate wealth measured in current exchange rates also fell by nearly 10%, as currency fluctuations against the
dollar have a negative effect on measurement.
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Figure 5.11
Share of the World’s Millionaire Population in 2016
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The art market, like most others, is cyclical with sales influenced by these external economic
and political events, and their effects on buyers’ and sellers’ perceptions and behaviour. These
underlying factors affect consumer and investor sentiment, which in turn feeds into the
performance of sales in the art market. 2017 is likely to be a challenging year for the Spanish
economy as it continues to deal with critical issues in its labour market, debt and fiscal context,
while maintaining economic stability in the face of potentially changing political and physical
infrastructures in Europe. Regulatory and fiscal changes that may emerge from some of the
major shifts in the global political landscape in Europe in 2016 will affects Spain’s market and
the options open to both art buyers and sellers in future. However, some of these changes, such
as the impact of the exit of Europe’s largest market the UK from the EU, and their effects on
Spain, if any, are only likely to become evident over longer time periods.
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Overall, the Spanish art market has seen promising performance in the last three years. Sales
saw a moderate but positive recovery in the period from 2014 to 2016, with aggregate values
rising by nearly 20% over the period. This positive performance was all the more notable as
it was set within the context of declining global market during the period. However, despite
these improvements, the market did not go near to reaching the level of sales achieved in prerecession years, and when measured over ten years has declined by nearly 30% (in US dollar
terms) versus an advance in sales worldwide of 4%. This decline in sales was evident in several
markets in the EU, with sales overall in the region declining 21% over ten years, and again
Spain faring somewhat better than other markets including Germany, Italy and Belgium.
While aggregates increased, the anecdotal and survey evidence shows that the performance
of individual businesses in the art trade in Spain in the last two years was somewhat mixed,
and many noted a distinct divide developing between value segments of the market. Much like
the wider global market, some of the best performance and easiest sales in recent years were
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at the higher end of the market. In the dominant dealer sector, those with sales greater than
$500,000 annually saw much larger advances than those with turnovers below this level.
While the analysis in the previous chapters clearly demonstrates the dominance of Contemporary
art in the Spanish market at present, Spain lacks a long tradition of collecting in this sector,
with the culture only really taking off since the 1980s. Many dealers felt that one of the key
issues in the market constraining a more robust recovery, was the continuing lack of a strong
culture of collecting in the middle to upper middle wealth segments, which has been made
worse by the poor financial situation of the last few years, making it more difficult to sell
mid and lower priced works, which make up the bulk of many businesses’ inventories. To
differentiate their business and remain solvent, some have shifted more into higher value, high
quality works, but noted that the bulk of the demand for these works is outside Spain and in
export markets. Dealers noted that this has been increasingly splitting the market into a local,
lower priced market versus a highly priced, high-end international market, with many of the
new generations of high net worth collectors emerging in Spain concentrating their focus on
the latter.
While galleries noted that supply is an issue underlying this trend, many felt that some of the
core issues lay in the inferior presentation, communication and marketing of their businesses
compared to some of their international counterparts. Others reported that many of the regular
Spanish collectors, even at the higher levels, were still not as actively buying in the domestic
market as they were a decade ago, and that the improvement in performance on aggregate
had been due to a substitution of sales to foreign collectors (abroad and based in Spain) rather
than a fully recovering Spanish collecting scene.
There was a feeling among many dealers that sales and very low prices in the auction sector
had also been detrimental to the middle market in Spain and had resulted in a context where
buyers were reluctant to purchase in the face of what they observed to be declining or low
public prices, as well as a reduction of consignments from the trade and others to auction
houses due to the low price points.
One of the keys to success in the main global art market hubs has been the facilitation of a
healthy cross-border trade in art. Spain’s imports improved steadily from 2012 through 2016,
aided by a decrease in import VAT. However, imports of art they are still less than half of their
level in 2007, with significantly tightening demand from Spanish collectors, both private and
public in the fallout from the global financial crisis. In 2006, Spain was the fourth largest
importer of art in the EU, with imports topping €170 million, around half the size of those in
France. However, by 2016 it had fallen to ninth place in the European ranks, importing around
half the value of works of art of countries such as Austria or the Netherlands, and less than
15% of France (and 3% of the UK). Spain was also among the minority of member states to see
a fall in their level of art imports from 2006 to 2016, with values declining 53% over the period.
Despite some volatility, exports fared somewhat better, increasing in value over ten years and
increasing their rank slightly from the eighth largest exporter in Europe in 2006 to the seventh
in 2016. In this period export values advanced 73%, significantly outpacing peer art markets
of similar size. Paintings and sculpture made up nearly 90% of works exported from Spain
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in 2016, however the trade data does not allow a deeper analysis at the sectoral level. It is
highly likely though that the bulk of these exports are in the Contemporary sector, with many
Contemporary galleries reporting active international sales through fairs and other international
channels, and this remaining one of the most optimistic channels of business for many in the
sector.
However, for those in older sectors of the market, the regulatory situation in Spain with regard
to exports remains difficult for many businesses. The restrictive export licencing system for
art in Spain and the addition of export taxes puts the Spanish market at distinct competitive
disadvantage compared to other peer markets in Europe and elsewhere. As with all regulations
in Europe that pose particular challenges, many sales are siphoned off through the UK as the
lowest point of import and departure in terms of taxes. With Brexit, these opportunities may
be reduced and other centres in Europe could take over. Alternatively, the Spanish market may
become more domestic in these sectors, and if so, is likely to lose significant value.
Figure 5.12
Change in the Value of Imports of Art 2006 to 2016
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Figure 5.13
Change in the Value of Exports of Art 2006 to 2016
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Despite the ups and downs in sales and trade over recent years, one of the clear success of
the Spanish market is that it has maintained a generally positive and steady growth in jobs and
ancillary spending. The market has continued to not only make a significant direct contribution
to jobs, skills and revenues, but also importantly adds significant value via many indirect links
and spill-over effects in the Spanish economy.
While the level of employment in the sector is relatively small compared to other large industries
in Spain, there is a very high level of knowledge intensity in the sector. The sector is also
balanced favourably towards female employment, a positive feature in the current economic
context given that women have experienced higher unemployment rates than men in Spain
(with a margin of over 3% more unemployment in 2016). Youth employment is also a critical
area of concern for Spain with rates of unemployment in the age bracket between 15 and
39 years substantially higher than other age groups.10 The high proportion of younger people
employed in the art market in high quality, knowledge-intensive jobs is therefore a very
important contribution of this sector.
In other words, despite its small size, the art market really punches above its weight in terms
of its economic impact. Despite this, many in the art trade feel that the market is still largely
ignored by government, with the arts in general not given priority, and what efforts are made
in terms of support generally directed towards the museum sector. The importance of Spain’s
primary market sector is clear in this analysis, accounting for more than 60% of the sales in the
market and the bulk of employment, yet despite its importance in promoting Spanish artists
and maintaining Spain’s future cultural heritage, many feel that is one of the least supported
and most poorly understood sectors of the market by the State.

10. Data from the European Labour Force Survey shows that in 2016, the share of unemployment in the age bracket
between 15 and 39 years was 24% (versus an EU average of 11%), whereas for those aged 40 to 64 years this was
17% and for over 65 years, just 5%.
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APPENDIX A NOTE ON DATA SOURCES

The information presented in this report on the Spanish art market comes from a variety
of primary and secondary sources. All of the data is gathered and analysed directly by Arts
Economics from dealers, auction houses, art and antique collectors, art price databases,
financial and economic databases, industry experts and others involved in the art trade and its
ancillary services.
As noted in the text, all of the global data on the art market used in this report for comparisons
comes from:
Arts Economics (2017) The Art Market 2017: An Art Basel and UBS Report.
This report is available at www.artbasel.com/theartmarket.
Some of the key data sources are listed in this Appendix. This is not a full list of those used and
does not provide a detailed explanation of the methodological approaches taken. Any queries
on data or methodology may be directed to Dr. Clare McAndrew, clare@artseconomics.com.
I. AUCTION DATA
Auction data used in this report comes from 3 main sources:
a.

Auction Houses

Arts Economics collected data on fine and decorative art and antiques directly from published
results of the auction houses in Spain. Some auction houses publish full results from each
auction, while others only publish partial or no results.
b.

Auction House Survey

An online survey was distributed to the top 45 auction houses in Spain in 2016, with a response
rate of just over 30% (for fully completed surveys). Interviews were conducted with experts
from some of the largest auction houses in Spain to supplement these results.
c.

Collectrium

Fine art auction data was supplied primarily by Collectrium (www.collectrium.com). Collectrium’s
database covers 5,600 auction houses, with consistent auction results gathered annually for
1,300 businesses in 53 countries. The database gathers results from major sales in first and
second-tier auction houses around the world, and does not restrict inclusion by final price or
estimate value, hence offering coverage of the full range of prices and sales. Apart from its
database of auction prices, Collectrium is also a collection management platform for fine art
and luxury collectibles such as cars, watches, jewellery and wine.
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II. DEALER DATA
To compile data on the dealer sector, Arts Economics conducted an anonymous online survey
of approximately 650 dealers from Spain. The response rate to the survey was 29%, which was
up 11% on the response rate for the dealer survey completed in 2013.
The survey was supplemented by a series of interviews with dealers in Spain in different sectors
to gain important in depth insights on the art market, conducted in the first five months of
2017.
II. EXHIBITION DATA
Artfacts.net
Data on exhibitions was sourced from Artfacts.net. The ArtFacts database contains over 37
million data points covering exhibitions from 192 countries, with information from 750,000
exhibitions, and over 30,000 galleries, museums, and art fairs providing an authoritative record
of exhibition histories.
ArtFacts monitors over 500,000 contemporary artists providing each with an algorithmically
calculated rank, derived from basket of quantified criteria such as gallery representation,
collecting institutions, institution type and international reach. The ranking process uses criteria
that accords greater weight to some exhibitions than to others based upon subsets of metadata.
This process ensures that while, for example, the number of exhibitions an artist has will always
affect their ranking, it will do so only in proportion to the weighted whole of the dataset and
its relative context within the ArtFacts ranking schema. This means, for example, an artist could
have 100 shows each weighted 1 point or 1 show weighted 100 points in order to achieve a
similar ranking that changes only ±1%. In this way, an ArtFacts rank represents both the quality
and the influence of an artist.
III. TRADE DATA
Data on exports and imports were gathered from the Eurostat International Trade Database.
The Database records trade under the system of “special trade”, as is the accepted practice
with most international trade databases. Under this system, imports include all goods entering
Spain, which means cleared through customs for home use, and exports include all goods
leaving the free circulation area of a compiling country. However, under the strict definition,
goods imported for inward processing (and re-exported) and goods which enter or leave a
customs warehouse or other free-zone are not recorded since they would not have been
cleared through customs for home use. While this is the most accurate system for comparing
the values of imports and exports between nations, it underestimates the amount of art that
moves around the world.
“General trade” statistics on the other hand includes all those goods entering or leaving Spain,
including goods imported into a freezone or customs warehouse, regardless of whether the
goods are intended for subsequent entry into home use or for re-export.
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This data would include temporary imports and exports for sale, movements of works of art in
and out of the country to art fairs and for loans, exhibitions and other purpose. Including all
cross-border movement of art out of Spain, the Junta de Calificación, Valoración y Exportación
de bienes del Patrimonio Histórico Español, estimated that there was close €4 billion in works
of art exported in 2016, consisting of 19,641 works of art. However, 80% of the value of these
works exported were temporary exports to foreign institutions for exhibition or on loan (which
would be returned to Spain). The value of works exported was down slightly on 2015, despite a
significant rise in number. Although values are up almost 46% on 2013, they have declined for
three successive years. A summary of the value of works exported including these temporary
movements is given below:
Table A1.
Value and Number of Works Exported from Spain (Sale and Non-Sale) 2012 - 2016
Year

Value (€m)

Number of works

2012

€3,373.8

16,209

2013

€2,739.1

14,277

2014

€4,501.7

14,017

2015

€4,264.8

17,043

2016

€3,998.9

19,641

Source: © Arts Economics (2017) with data courtesy of Junta de Calificación, Valoración y Exportación de bienes
del Patrimonio Histórico Español

V. SECONDARY SOURCES
The report uses a variety of secondary sources (that are cited in the report). Some key sources
used for data in the report included:
•	Marta Pérez Ibáñez and Isidro López-Aparicio (2016) La Actividad Económica de
los/las Artistas en España (For more information, see Ecosistema del Arte, https://
ecosistemadelarte.com)
•

The IMF World Economic Outlook (Database)

•

Credit Suisse Global Wealth Databooks (Various years)

•

Eurostat Labour Force Survey

•

Statistical databases of the Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte
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